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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

1. Summary 

Somewhere in the Northern Atlantic a group of islands exist, known collectively as 

Atlantis. On one of them, the northen island of Borealia, a beautiful country with the 

name Cylene is located on the northwestern peninsula. Cylene is a confederal diarchy, 

which covers three autonomous states housing three ethnical groups speaking five 

different languages. Three of these languages are part of the Cylenian language family. 

The Insular Cylenian language is a language spoken by around two million people in the 

southern part of Cylene. It is a language of many nuances and therefore heavily context-

dependent. For almost two millennia the language is used as the sacred language of 

Cylenism, the religion and mode of life devoted to Cyll, the sun. 

Insular Cyenian is part of the Northen Cylenian language family, which is a subfamily of 

the Cylenian languages. Other Cylenian languages are the already dead language 

Carthiskian, which was a Southern Cylenian language, and the living language Dragon 

Cylenian, which is a Northern language spoken by around six million people. The Insular 

Cylenian language did not appear out of nothing in its current form. Most likely the 

language evolved out of the ancient language Tavodian, which is said to be spoken by the 

magical creatures in the Cylenian mythology. 

Characteristics 

Insular Cylenian is an ergative language. This means that the patient of an intransitive 

verb and the agent of a transitive verb use the same form, and distinguish from the form 

of the patient of a transitive verb. The ergativity is only displayed in syntax, which 

means that Cylenian has a direct morphosyntactic alignment. 

Cylenian is also an analytic language, which means that the language uses many 

prepositions, particles and auxiliary verbs to express nuances in nouns and verbs, rather 

than relying on bound morphemes. 

Nouns 

The Cylenian language does not distinguish between nouns and adjectives, but uses 

nouns that can either have a meaning on their own, can modify the meaning of other 

nouns, or both. Articles can be used to indicate definiteness and properness. 

Nouns use a four-case system to express the grammatical function in the sentence. The 

four cases are divided into several categories: 

▪ The indirective case defines the subject and object in the sentence. This common 

case evolved from the ancient ergative and absolutive cases. 
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▪ The genitive and locative cases are used to express clauses, mainly related to the 

subject or verb. In Tavodian a stricter distinction of meaning was made, using the 

genitive case to refer to an origin, the locative case to refer to a movement or state 

and the dative case referring to a destination. The latter two cases evolved into the 

locative case. 

▪ The only ancestral and somewhat strange case that still exists is the respective 

case. This case refers to the relation to the divine. Several other cases also existed in 

Tavodian, such as the semblative case referring to a similarity to the subject. 

In addition to their case, nouns inflect in gender, which are masculine and feminine, 

and number, which are singular and plural. In Tavodian also an inanimate gender 

existed, but over time it merged with the masculine gender. Nouns that modify other 

nouns agree in inflection to their main noun. 

Verbs 

Cylenian verbs can either be a realis or irrealis verb, marking if the action actually did 

take place or not. Verbs agree to their subject in person and number. Like nouns main 

verbs can be modified using auxiliary verbs, which for example can indicate tense, 

modality or voice. 

To express the manner in which the action is performed, adverbs exist. Similar to 

modifying nouns adverbs agree to the main verb. Nouns can be used as adverbs in this 

way to define the verb action more properly. 

Syntax 

 

 

2. Author’s note 

The Cylenian language came to live when I started with a remake of my fictional country 

Nionia. The language evolved from Aldaerlhan, the language of the temple, into its 

current form. I tried to make the language more fantasy-like, but also natural. 

The script was developed during a lecture about set operators. The union, intersection 

and element operators formed the base of most Cylenian consonants. The script was 

adapted into its current form to match the phonology of the language. 

 

3. Glosses 

Glosses are used to clarify the meaning of a word or sentence. In glosses one can see all 

syntactical features of a word without having to break down all the parts oneself. 

Glosses consist of the following format: 
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Text in Cylenian script 

Text transliterated in Roman script 

Interlinear glosses 

Free translation 

Interlinear glosses are always written in the same order, depending on the word class. 

An example of a gloss would be: 

ðeprot kyleðr ðepra ae 

ðepr-ot kyl-eðr ðepr-a ae 

speak-PTCP.IND.SG Cyll-GEN.SG speak-1SG.REA I.IND.SG 

I am speaking the Cylenian language 

In glosses and mostly in vocabulary abbreviations are used to indicate the class of a 

word (for example noun) and the attributes of the word. 

Word classes 

ADV  Adverb 

ART  Article 

CN  Compound noun 

N  Noun 

N.DU  Dual noun 

N.IED  Modified noun 

N.INDECL Indeclinable noun 

N.ING  Modifying noun 

PART  Particle 

PN  Pronoun  

POP  Postposition 

PRP  Preposition 

VB  Verb 

VB.AUX  Auxiliary verb 

VB.IMPERS Impersonal verb 

VB.INTR  Intransitive verb 

VB.TR  Transitive verb 

Morphemes 

.1  First person  

.2  Second person  

.3  Third person  

.DFUT  Distant future tense 

.DPST  Distant past tense 

.F  Feminine gender 

.GEN  Genitive case 

.GND  Gerund 

.IND  Indirective case 

.INF  Infinitive form 

.IRR  Irrealis form 

.M  Masculine gender 

.NFUT  Near future tense 

.PL  Plural number 

.LOC  Positional case 

.PRS  Present tense 

.PTCP.ACT Active participle 

.PTCP.PASS Passive participle 

.REA  Realis form 

.RES  Respective case 

.RPST  Recent past tense 

.SG  Singular number 
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Vocabulary 

LIT  Literal translation 

LN  Loan word 

LN.GER  Germanic loan word 

LN.NÖR  No ri loan word 

LN.ROM  Romance loan word 

PVB  Proverb 

SP  Spoken language 
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II. EVOLUTION 
 

1. Orthography and phonology 

The Tavodian language had 14 vowels and 28 consonant phonemes. Tavodian used the 

Tavodian script, but for scientific purposes a transcription is used. 

Tavodian had some sounds that are lost in the evolution to Insular Cylenian. The most 

notable are the vowels /æ ɯ/ and the consonants /kw xw ɣw/.  

Vowels 

The following table lists the vowels that are used in Tavodian. Note that the table does 

not distinguish long and short vowels. 

 Front Central Back 

Close 
i 

/i/ 
  

w 

/ɯ/ 

w 

/u/ 

Near-close 
i 

/ɪ/ 
    

Close-mid 
e 

/e/ 
    

o 

/o/ 

Mid  
u 

/ə/ 
  

Open-mid 
e 

/ɛ/ 
   

o 

/ɔ/ 

Near-open 
æ 

/æ/ 
    

Open 
a 

/a/ 
  

a 

/ɑ/ 
 

Consonants 

The following table lists the pulmonic consonants that are used in Tavodian. 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal Laryngeal 

Nasal 
m 

/m/ 
 

n 

/n/ 
 

ng 

/ŋ/ 
 

Plosive 
p 

/p/ 

b 

/b/ 
 

t 

/t/ 

d 

/d/ 
 

k 

/k/ 

g 

/g/ 

‘ 

/ʔ/ 
 

Fricative 
f 

/f/ 

v 

/v/ 

th 

/θ/ 

dh 

/ð/ 

s 

/s/ 

z 

/z/ 

sh 

/ʃ/ 

zh 

/ʒ/ 

kh 

/x/ 

gh 

/ɣ/ 
 

r 

/ʀ/ 
Approximant       

y 

/j/ 
 

Lateral 

approximant 
   

l 

/l/ 
     

 

Apart from this standard consonants, there existed an affricate and four labialized velar 

consonants: 

ss 

/t͡s/ 

kv 

/kʷ/ 

gv 

/gʷ/ 

khv 

/xʷ/ 

ghv 

/ɣʷ/ 
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2. Sound changes 

The current Insular Cylenian went through some sound changes from its ancestor 

Tavodian. Since the quite isolating location of the sprachraum of the language, it is not 

heavily influenced by sound changes of other languages; a speaker of Insular Cylenian 

could rather easily understand someone talking in Tavodian.  

The most important sound changes are listed below. A blue rule only applied to the 

northern dialects, while a red rule only applied to the southern ones. 

Fricative shift 

The fricative shift is the most important sound shift and contains two sound changes: 

▪ In all dialects all occurrences of the voiceless velar fricative [x] in the onset of a 

syllable are changed to their glottal variant [h]. 

x > h 

▪ All postalveolar fricatives [ʃ ʒ] are replaced by alveolar fricatives [s z]. In the 

northern dialects this change occurred only when the fricative was not followed by 

one of [ɪ iː]. 

ʃ > s / not __(ɪ|iː) 

ʒ > z / not __(ɪ|iː) 

In the southern (standard) dialects, the shift occurred at every fricative. 

ʃ > s 

ʒ > z 

Delabialization 

The labialized velar consonants were mostly delabialized according to the following 

rules: 

▪ The [kw] sound changed into [k] and the original sound disappeared conpletely. 

kw > k 

▪ The [xw] and [ɣw] sounds shifted to [gw]. The original [gw] sound remained intact in 

the southern dialects. 

kw > gw 

ɣw > gw 

In the northern dialects [gw] shifted to [g]. 

gw > g 
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Other consonant laws 

All [z] except those before one of [ɪː i] were replaced by their voiceless counterpart [s]. 

This change occurred in all dialects. 

z > s / not __(ɪ|iː) 

Vowel laws 

The long [æː] was changed to [æːɪ]. The short variant of [æ] disappeared and changed to 

[ɛ]. The long sound is often still transcribed as æ in some transcriptions. 

æː > æːɪ 

æ > ɛ 

In the southern dialects the long [əː] was changed to a long [y], known as the opening 

law. The short [ə] remained unchanged. 

əː > yː 
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III. ORTHOGRAPHY 
 

1. Introduction 

Most Cylenian languages are written in the Cylenian script. There are two standardized 

Cylenian scripts, namely the runic or stone script and the cursive or writing script. 

Both scripts can be used for different purposes. The runic script is mainly used to write 

informal and is the first script that children learn to master, although most formal texts 

are written in the cursive script. Both scripts have 33 letter graphemes. 

A common phenomenon in both scripts, and even obliged nowadays, is that duplicated 

letters are only written down once, and duplicates are written as a vertical bar in front 

of the original letters. This occurs at consonants as well as vowels. 

 

2. Runic script 

The runic script, or nðurot ðykanan (script for stones) in Cylenian, is a script 

characterized by its straight lines. The script probably originated by cutting lines into 

wooden or stone tablets, like Norse runes did. 

The runic script looks as in the table below. A blue letter is considered a ligature. 

a æ b v d ð e ü g x 
a ae b v d ð e ei g gh 

i k h q ' y l r o ó 
i k h gv ‘ y l r o oo 

u p f s ß t þ w m n 
u p f s sh t þ w m n 

ñ z © 1 2 3 4 5 , . 
ng z zh 1 2 3 4 5 Comma Stop 

 

3. Cursive script 

The cursive script, or nðurot runotar (script for writing) in Cylenian, is the most widely 

used variant of the Cylenian script. It has been evolved from the runic script by writing it 

using a pencil on parchment, which made the use of rounded lines possible. All Cylenian 

material in this book will be written in the cursive script. 

The cursive script looks as follows. A blue letter is considered a ligature. 
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a ae b v d ð e ei g x 
a ae b v d ð e ei g gh 

i k h q ' y l r o oo 
i k h gv ‘ y l r o oo 

u p f s ß t þ w m n 
u p f s sh t þ w m n 

ñ z © 1 2 3 4 5 , . 
ng z zh 1 2 3 4 5 Comma Stop 

 

4. Transcriptions 

There are several transcriptions for the Cylenian script. Here is a list of the most 

common transcriptions. 

Insular transcription 

This is the official transcription used for Insular Cylenian and used throughout this 

book. A gray letter is not used in the transcription and a blue letter is considered a 

ligature. 

a a ei ei ' ‘ p p m m 

ae ae g g y y f f n n 

b b x gh l l s s ñ ng 

v v i i r r ß  z z 

d d k k o o t t ©  

ð ð h h oo oo þ þ   

e e q gv u u w w   

Dragon transcription 

This is the official transcription used for Dragon Cylenian. Nowadays Dragon Cylenian is 

written in the Latin script with this transcription as a base.  

a a ei  '  p p m m 

ae ae g g y y f f n n 

b b x gh l l s s ñ ng 

v v i i r r ß  z z 

d d k c oo o t t ©  

ð ð h h oo  þ þ   

e e q  u ø w u   
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5. Code points 

The following table lists the Unicode code points that are used to write the Cylenian 

script. Note that the assigned code points are part of the Unicode private use area, so 

they can probably only be used with the Cylenian fonts used in this document. 

a ae b v d ð e ei 
aa 

E190 

ae 

E191 

be 

E192 

ve 

E193 

de 

E194 

dha 

E195 

e 

E196 

ei 

E197 

g x i k h q ' y 
ge 

E198 

gha 

E199 

i 

E19A 

ka 

E19B 

ha 

E19C 

gva 

E19D 

glot 

E19E 

y 

E19F 

l r o oo u p f s 
ael 

E1A0 

aer 

E1A1 

oo 

E1A2 

oo'e 

E1A3 

u 

E1A4 

pe 

E1A5 

fe 

E1A6 

se 

E1A7 

ß t þ w m n ñ z 
she 

E1A8 

te 

E1A9 

tha 

E1AA 

w 

E1AB 

aem 

E1AC 

aen 

E1AD 

aeng 

E1AE 

ze 

E1AF 

© |       
zhe 

E1B0 

repeat 

E1B1 
      

1 2 3 4 5 0 , . 
en 

E1B8 

dho 

E1B9 

oye 

E1BA 

orenne 

E1BB 

leth 

E1BC 

igheth 

E1BD 

comma 

E1BE 

stop 

E1BF 
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IV. PHONOLOGY 
 

1. Vowels 

The Cylenian language knows 16 vowel phonemes, but less graphemes, namely a ae e ei 

i y o oo u w, with y only if placed in the nucleus of a syllable. To match all phonemes, the 

pronunciation of these graphemes is dependent of their position and therefore can 

differ among different situations. 

A red phoneme is standard in the southern dialects, while a blue phoneme is the 

northern standard. 

a a [aː] as in French patte 

  [ɑ] as in American bath before double consonant  

e e [eː] as in American play without the ending [ɪ] 

  [ɛ] as in American bed before double or non-plosive consonant 

  [ɛːɐ] approximately as in British there before a nasal consonant 

i i [iː] as in American free 

  [ɪ] as in American fish before double or non-plosive consonant 

y y [iː] as in American free 

  [ɪ] as in American fish before double consonant 

o o [oː] as in French bureau 

  [ɔ] as in French sort before double consonant 

u u [yː] or [əː] as in French chute or Australian bird  

  [ə] as in German bitte before double consonant 

w w [uː] as in American boot 

Apart from these vowels there exist four diphthongs. 

|a aa [aːu] as in American how 

ae ae [æːɪ] as in Norwegian or Faeroerse nei 

ei ei [eːi] approximately as in American play 

oo oo [oːu] approximately as in American boat 

Vowel chart 

The following table lists the vowels that are used in Insular Cylenian. Note that this chart 

does not distinguish long and short vowels. 
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 Front Central Back Diphthong 

Close 
i 

/i/ 

u 

/y/ 
  

w 

/u/ 
  

Near-close 
i 

/ɪ/ 
      

Close-mid 
e 

/e/ 
    

o 

/o/ 

ei 

/ei/ 

oo 

/oːu/ 

Mid  
u 

/ə/ 
    

Open-mid 
e 

/ɛ/ 
   

o 

/ɔ/ 
  

Near-open      
ae 

/æɪ/ 
 

Open 
a 

/a/ 
  

a 

/ɑ/ 
   

The mysterious vowel 

The y is only a vowel if placed in the nucleus of a syllable. The pronunciation of y as a 

vowel is just like i, except that y is also long before non-plosives, where i is short, unless 

a double consonalt follows the y. 

iþ [ɪθ] 

yþ [iθ] 

The y has the side effect that also the pronunciation of the onset it follows is changed. If 

the onset contains a consonant except for g and k, this consonant is palatized. In 

addition the own [i] or [ɪ] pronunciation of y is pronounced. Only plosives and fricatives 

can be palatized. 

dika ['di.ka] 

dyka ['dji.ka] 

The palatized pronunciation of [k] and [g] has evolved over time, so if the onset 

consonant is a g or k, the pronunciation of that consonant is changed from [k] or [g] to 

[s/ʃ] or [z/ʒ] respectively. 

kill [kɪl] 

kyll [sɪl] 

The combination y‘ followed by another vowel is pronounced if the own pronunciation 

of y must not be pronounced and another vowel serves as nucleus instead. Note that this 

combination introduces a new syllable, although it isn't pronounced. 

faþ [faθ] 

fy‘aþ [fjaθ] 

elky‘a ['ɛl.sja] 

ky‘orþ [sjɔrθ] 
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2. Consonants 

The Cylenian consonant graphemes are b v d þ ð g gh k h gv ‘ y l r p f s t m n ng, with y 

only if placed in the onset of a syllable. Most of the graphemes match to one phoneme, 

but there are also graphemes that differ in pronunciation according to its position. 

The most important consonants are plosives, fricatives, nasals and sonorants or syllabic 

consonants. Plosives and fricatives can be voiced and unvoiced. 

b b [b] as in book  

v v [v] as in vowel 

d d [d] as in dad 

þ þ [θ] as in thin, only occurs at the end of a word instead of ð 

ð ð [ð] as in this 

  [θ] as in thin in front of voiceless consonant 

g g [g] as in goal 

  [z] or [ʒ] as in delusion before y 

x gh [ɣ] as in Dutch goed 

k k [k] as in case 

  [s] or [ʃ] as in pollution before y 

h h [h] as in home 

q gv [gw] or [g] as in Gwen or goal 

' ‘ [ʔ] as in French huile 

y y [j] as in year 

l l [l] as in life 

r r [ʀ] or [ʁ] as in French garçon 

p p [p] as in pier 

f f [f] as in freight 

s s [s] as in sauce 

t t [t] as in tent 

m m [m] as in mother 

n n [n] as in net 

ñ ng [ŋ] as in length 

Besides the consonants discussed in the last paragraph there exist a few consonant 

clusters that are pronounced different than the standard rules. 

nð nð [nt͡θ] in the onset of a syllable 

nþ nþ [ŋθ] as in length in the coda of a syllable 

|s ss [t͡s] as in tsar 

Consonant chart 

The following table lists the pulmonic consonants that are used in Insular Cylenian.  
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 Labial Coronal Dorsal Velar Laryngeal 

Nasal 
m 

/m/ 
 

n 

/n/ 
 

ñ 

/ŋ/ 

 
 

Plosive 
p 

/p/ 

b 

/b/ 
 

t 

/t/ 

d 

/d/ 
 

k 

/k/ 

g 

/g/ 

 q 

/gw/ 

' 

/ʔ/ 
 

Affricate    
ð 

/tθ/ 
 

|s 

/ts/ 
   

 
  

Fricative 
f 

/f/ 

v 

/v/ 

þ ð 

/θ/ 

ð 

/ð/ 

s k 

/s/ 

g 

/z/ 

k 

/ʃ/ 

g 

/ʒ/ 
 

x 

/ɣ/ 

 

h 

/h/ 

r 

/ʀ/ 
Approximant      

y 

/j/ 

 

Trll      
 

 
r 

/ʁ/ 

Lateral 

approximant 
   

l 

/l/ 
  

 
 

The affricate /tθ/ only exists in the combination nþ /ntθ/. 

 

4. Lenition 

The plosive consonants b d g k p t can be turned into their corresponding fricatives v ð 

gh h f ð. Lenition of a plosive consonant usually occurs when it is placed in the coda of a 

syllable and is followed by a syllable beginning with another consonant. 

Plosive Fricative 

B b v v 

D d ð ð 

g g x gh 

k k x gh 

P p f f 

T t ð ð 

 

5. Stress 

In the Cylenian language word stress is applied to words. In the most cases the first 

syllable in a word is stressed, but there are some exceptions, however: 

▪ The letters ae and ei is always stressed, removing the stress on the first syllable. 

▪ The combination e followed by a nasal or sonorant consonant (el, er, em, en, eng) 

is always stressed. 

Where stress is different from the standard rules, the vowel in the stressed syllable is 

duplicated. When inflected, the vowel remains duplicated, except if the context makes 

clear that the particular syllable should be stressed. 

maroo    mar|in 

maroo    mariin 
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taraem    tare|na 

taraan   tarenna 

 

6. Phonotactics 

A syllable construction consists of an onset, nucleus and optional coda, each containing 

phonemes of one or more groups. All possibilities create a total of around 10.000 

different syllables. 

Onset 

A syllable starts with a required onset. The onset consists of a required consonant or 

combination of consonants, for example if the consonant is nasal, it may be followed by 

the corresponding voiced plosive. The following table lists phonemes that are allowed in 

an onset. 

b v d ð ðl ðr g x k kr 
b v d ð ðl ðr g gh k kr 

q ‘ y l r p pr f fð fy 
gv ‘ y l r p pr f fð fy 

fl s sð sp sf st t tr m n 
fl s sð sp sf st t tr m n 

nd nð ñ 
nd nð ng 

If the first syllable of a word starts with a glottal stop ‘, this consonant is never written 

down. A syllable can thus look like it doesn't have an onset. 

Nucleus 

The required nucleus of a syllable follows its onset. The nucleus can only consist of a 

vowel. The following table lists phonemes that are valid in a nucleus. 

a ae e ei i y o u w 
a ae e ei i y o u w 

Coda 

A syllable ends with an optional coda. The coda consists of a possibly duplicated 

unvoiced obstruent or other consonant combination. Fricative consonants behave like 

duplicated consonants, changing the pronunciation of vowels. The following table lists 

phonemes that are valid in a coda. 
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þ ðr l lþ |l lr ln lðr r rþ 
þ ðr l lþ ll lr ln lðr r rþ 

rðr |r rn p pr f fr fþ fðr s 
rðr rr rn p pr f fr fþ fðr s 

sþ sðr sl skr |s t |t m |m n 
sþ sðr sk skr ss t tt m mm n 

nþ nðr |n 
nþ nðr nn 

Only clusters ending with a dental consonant are valid at the end of a word. Other 

clusters are colored red in above table. 

If a syllable ending in a duplicated consonant is followed by a syllable starting with a 

glottal stop, the last of the duplicated consonant is considered part of the next syllable, 

so no glottal stop is pronounced and written down. When the last coda of a word ends 

with a ð, it is replaced by a þ. 
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V. NOUNS 
 

1. Nouns and adjectives 

In Cylenian there is no distinction in nouns and adjectives in inflection. To make clear 

the distinction in meaning of the different nouns, Cylenian distinguishes three classes of 

nouns: 

▪ Modified nouns are nouns that have a meaning by themselves, such as book. 

Modified nouns correspond to the English noun class. 

▪ Modifying nouns are nouns that are used to modify the meaning of a modified 

noun, such as cold. Modifying nouns agree in all properties (gender, number and 

case) with the modified noun. Modifying nouns correspond to the English adjective 

class. 

▪ Dual nouns are in essence modifying nouns, but have also an explicit meaning by 

themselves, such as existence and existing. If the dual noun existence for example is 

placed before the modified noun book, the meaning of existence changes to existing, 

which makes the construction the existing book. 

 

2. Classification 

Nouns are morphologically inflected by gender, number and case. Noun phrases consist 

of a modified noun surrounded by zero or more modifying nouns. All modifying nouns 

belonging to a modified noun must agree in all three properties to the modified noun. 

Gender 

A noun can be classified as one the two grammatical genders: 

▪ Masculine if the noun represents a man or masculine animal or if the noun can't be 

classified as feminine (man, ox, house).  

▪ Feminine if the noun represents a woman or feminine animal or if the noun relates 

to divinity or is considered to be sacred (woman, cow, temple). 

Number 

In the Cylenian language nouns are classified into the two grammatical numbers 

singular and plural: 

▪ Singular if the noun represents a single object or phenomenon (house). 

▪ Plural if the noun represents multiple objects (houses). 
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Case 

The Cylenian language uses four cases to indicate the grammatical function of the noun 

in the sentence: 

▪ The indirective case or common case indicates a subject, direct object or 

predicate noun. The word order in the sentence distinguishes these three, making 

the morphosyntactic alignment of Cylenian direct. 

▪ The genitive case indicates a noun as possessor (the baker's house) or origin 

(Celestine of Nionia) of another noun. Genitive nouns used as origin are common in 

Cylenian last names. A genitive noun is normally placed after the noun it relates to, 

but can also be placed before to stress this noun. 

▪ The respective case indicates the (often sacred) relation of a noun towards another 

noun. This case is often translated with dedicated to or connected to. A respective 

noun is always placed after the noun it relates to. 

▪ The locative case is usually used in combination with predicted or verbs with 

special objects. A more extensive view on this case is given in a following chapter. 

 

3. Definiteness 

To express the particularity of a noun the Cylenian language distinguishes three levels of 

definiteness: 

▪ An indefinite noun does not distinguish which particular object or phenomenon is 

spoken about, but could be any of its kind (house). 

▪ A definite noun is used if it refers to a particular object or a group of objects (the 

house, some houses). 

▪ A proper noun refers to unique or cohesive objects or phenomena (all houses, the 

sun, sand). 

In Cylenian an article is used to mark definite and complete nouns. Articles are always 

placed before a noun and its modifiers and is only inflected by gender and case. 

Indefinite nouns don’t use an article. 

Definite article 

The definite article is in practice only used to stress the definiteness of a noun, therefore 

it is often omitted in common Cylenian language.  
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 Masculine Feminine 

IND e e i i 

GEN er e-r en e-n 

RES eya e-ya eya e-ya 

LOC ar a-r an a-n 

Proper article 

The proper article is in general always written down, but it could be omitted if the noun 

only exists in the proper form, however this is considered extremely impolite.  

 Masculine Feminine 

IND te te ðy ðy 

GEN ter te-r tin te-n 

RES teya te-ya teya te-ya 

LOC ðar ða-r ðan ða-n 

A proper article can be translated with the one in the singular or all in the plural 

number. A proper article is also used in practice for proper names and body parts, like 

ears, eyes or limbs. 

wða 

wð-a 

people-IND.PL 

[a random bunch of] people 

e  wða 

e wð-a 

the.IND people-IND.PL 

the [particular] people; some people 

te  wða 

te wð-a 

all.IND people-IND.PL 

all people, mankind 

 

4. Inflection of nouns 

A noun is inflected by adding suffices to its stem. The stem of the noun is often the 

indirective form or that form without ending vowel. Most nouns are regular, but there 

are some irregular inflections, often using a different plural stem. In lexica the plural 

form of such words is always indicated. 

Because the suffices differ per inflection there are four common inflections which are 

most used: 
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▪ The consonant inflection is used for words ending with a consonant except for -þ, -

ðr and -ðin. In this inflection there are slightly different suffices for some consonant 

endings, such as nasal consonants. 

▪ The vowel inflection is used for all words ending with a vowel. The vowel inflection 

includes an inflection for single syllable words. 

▪ The thorn inflection is used for words ending with -þ. In this inflection there is a 

distinction if the letter before the suffix is a vowel or a consonant. 

▪ The eth inflection is used for words ending in -ðr and -ðin.  

Because some stems end with a plosive consonant, lenition can occur; the consonant 

will be changed to its corresponding fricative in front of another consonant. A blue 

consonant denotes this lenition in the inflection. 

Consonant inflection 

The consonant inflection uses suffices that are placed directly behind the end 

consonant. In the masculine singular genitive and both singular respectives the stem 

consonant before the suffix undergoes lenition. 

  Masculine 

tavot tavot 

Feminine 

sðak sðak 

IND SG tavot tavot sðak sðak 

GEN  tavoðr tavoð-r sðakin sðak-in 

RES  tavoðya tavoð-ya sðaxya sðagh-ya 

LOC  tavotar tavot-ar sðakan sðak-an 

IND PL tavota tavot-a sðakeða sðak-eða 

GEN  tavotin tavot-in sðakeðin sðak-eðin 

RES  tavotaya tavot-aya sðakeðaya sðak-eðaya 

LOC  tavotan tavot-an sðakeðan sðak-eðan 

For nouns ending in a nasal consonant only the masculine singular genitive differs, 

where the suffix -eðr instead of -r is used. 

fðen    fðeneðr 

fðen   fðeneðr (not fðenr *) 

añ    añeðr 

ang   angeðr (not angr *) 

The masculine singular genitive of words ending in -s uses the suffix -ðr instead of -r. 

inelus    inelusðr 

inelus   inelusðr (not inelusr *) 

Nouns ending in -r use the suffix -ðr instead of -r and the -r of the stem is removed. 

mer    meðr 

mer   meðr (not merr *) 
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Vowel inflection 

In the vowel inflection the end vowel is part of the suffix and will be replaced in other 

cases than the singular indirective. If the masculine singular respective suffix (-ya) is 

used, the preceding consonant will be lenited if plosive. 

  Masculine 

te|na tenna 

Feminine 

liðe liðe 

IND SG te|na tenn-a liðe lið-e 

GEN  te|neðr tenn-eðr liðin lið-in 

RES  te|nya tenn-ya liðaya lið-aya 

LOC  te|nar tenn-ar liðan lið-an 

IND PL te|nena tenn-ena liðeða lið-eða 

GEN  te|nenin tenn-enin liðeðin lið-eðin 

RES  te|naya tenn-aya liðeðaya lið-eðaya 

LOC  te|nenan tenn-enan liðeðan lið-eðan 

The single syllable inflection, where the end vowel usually is part of the stem, uses a 

slightly different inflection. 

  Masculine 

nae nae 

Feminine 

w w 

IND SG nae nae w w 

GEN  naeðr nae-ðr w'in w-‘in 

RES  naeya nae-ya wya w-ya 

LOC  naer nae-r wn w-n 

IND PL naena nae-na wða w-ða 

GEN  naenin nae-nin wðin w-ðin 

RES  naenaya nae-naya wðaya w-ðaya 

LOC  naenan nae-nan wðan w-ðan 

Thorn inflection 

The vowel thorn inflection uses roughly the standard suffices, but mostly a vowel is 

prepended. In the masculine plural forms the combination -eð- is prepended, just like 

the feminine forms. Words ending with -iþ are feminine, other words are masculine. 
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  Masculine 

ixeþ igheþ 

Feminine 

laemiþ laemiþ 

IND SG ixeþ igh-eþ laemiþ laem-iþ 

GEN  ixeðr igh-eðr laemeðin laem-eðin 

RES  ixeya igh-eya laemya laem-eya 

LOC  ixeðar igh-eðar laeman laem-eðan 

IND PL ixeða igh-eða laemeða laem-eða 

GEN  ixeðin igh-eðin laemeðaen laem-eðaen 

RES  ixeðaya igh-eðaya laemeðaya laem-eðaya 

LOC  ixeðan igh-eðan laemeða'an laem-eða‘an 

The suffices of the consonant thorn inflection are roughly the same as those from the 

vowel thorn inflection, except that the initial vowel is omitted. In the singular locative 

cases however the vowel remains and a -ð- is put in front of it. 

  Masculine 

onþ onþ 

Feminine 

kylesþ kylesþ 

IND SG onþ on-þ kylesþ kylesþ 

GEN  onðr on-ðr kylesðin kyles-ðin 

RES  onya on-ya kylesya kyles-ya 

LOC  onðar on-ðar kyelesðan kyles-ðan 

IND PL onða on-ða kylesða kyles-ða 

GEN  onðin on-ðin kylesðaen kyles-ðaen 

RES  onðaya on-ðaya kylesðaya kyles-ðaya 

LOC  onðan on-ðan kylesða'an kyles-ða'an 

Eth inflection 

The eth inflection generally derives from the singular genitive forms of the thorn 

inflections. For both thorn inflections there exist only one eth inflection, becase the 

suffices are placed after the -ð- of the genitive suffix. The singular suffices are somewhat 

irregular in comparison with other inflections. 
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  Masculine 

fyuðr fyuðr 

Feminine 

kylesðin kylesðin 

IND SG fyuðr fyuð-r kylesðin kylesð-in 

GEN  fyuðer fyuð-er kylesði'in kylesð-i‘in 

RES  fyuðeya fyuð-eya kylesðiya kylesð-iya 

LOC  fyuðe'ear fyuð-e‘ar kylesði'an kylesð-i‘an 

IND PL fyuðeða fyuð-eða kylesðeða kylesð-eða 

GEN  fyuðeðin fyuð-eðin kylesðeðin kylesð-eðin 

RES  fyuðeðaya fyuð-eðaya kylesðeðaya kylesð-eðaya 

LOC  fyuðeðan fyuð-eðan kylesðeðan kylesð-eðan 

Irregular inflections 

Soms words, often loan words or words from mythological origin, have a irregular 

inflection. These words are stated below. 

  Irregular 

pureþ pureþ 

Irregular 

ky|l kyll 

IND SG pureþ pur-eþ ky|l kyll 

GEN  pureðr pur-eðr kyreðr kyl-eðr 

RES  purðya purð-ya kyrenya kyl-enya 

LOC  purðar purð-ar ky|lan kyll-an 

IND PL purðana purða-na   

GEN  purða'in purða-‘in   

RES  purðaya purða-ya   

LOC  purða'an purða-‘an   

 

5. Gender bending 

Some masculine nouns have also a feminine representative, and therefore can be gender 

bended. The combination -i(þ) is characteristic for feminine words. For every inflection 

there exists a gender bending rule: 

▪ In the consonant inflection the final consonant will be lenited if plosive and an -i 

will be attached to the stem. The new noun is inflected using the vowel inflection. If 

the word ends with a sonorant r l, then the combination -iþ is attached after the -r 

or -l. The noun is inflected by the vowel-thorn inflection. 

tavot    tavoði 

tavot    tavoð-i 
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fðe|n    fðe|ni 

fðenn    fðenn-i 

mer    meriþ  

mer    mer-iþ 

▪ In the vowel inflection the end vowel will change into the combination  

-iþ. If the word is made up of a single syllable, only a -þ is appended. The noun will 

be inflected by the vowel-thorn inflection. 

te|na    te|niþ 

tenn-a    tenn-iþ 

nae    naeþ 

n-ae    n-aeþ 

▪ In the thorn inflection an -i- is inserted before the final -þ, or the vowel before the 

final -þ changes into an -i- if there already is one. The noun still is inflected using 

this inflection. 

onþ    oniþ 

on-þ    on-iþ 

ixet    ixiþ 

igh-eþ    igh-iþ 

▪ In the eth inflection the ending -ðr will change to -ðin. The noun is inflected by the 

same inflection. 

fyuðr    fyuðin  

fyu-ðr    fyu-ðin 

Gender bending is a common phenomenon when using modifying nouns along with a 

feminine modified noun - the modifying noun has to agree with the modified noun, 

because the common form found in lexicons is mostly the masculine form of an 

adjective.  
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VI. PRONOUNS 
 

1. Personal pronoun 

A personal pronoun is a modified noun. There exists only one personal pronoun for 

stressed and unstressed situations. Personal pronouns are, just like nouns, inflected by 

gender, number and case, in addition to the grammatical person. 

First person 

The first personal pronoun refers to the speaker in a conversation. 

  Masculine 

ae ae (I, we) 

Feminine 

eiþ aeþ (I, we) 

IND SG ae ae aeþ ae-þ 

GEN  aeðr ae-ðr in in 

RES  aeya ae-ya aeya ae-ya 

LOC  aer ae-r aen ae-n 

IND PL aena ae-na aeða ae-ða 

GEN  aenin ae-nin aeðin ae-ðin 

RES  aenaya ae-naya aeðaya ae-ðaya 

LOC  aenan ae-nan aeðan ae-ðan 

Second person 

The second personal pronoun refers to the listener in the conversation. 

  Masculine 

nður nður (you) 

Feminine 

niþ niþ (you) 

IND SG nður nð-ur niþ niþ 

GEN  nðeðr nð-eðr nðin nð-in 

RES  nðeya nð-eya nðeya nð-eya 

LOC  nðar nð-ar nðan nð-an 

IND PL nðena nð-ena nðeða nð-eða 

GEN  nðenin nð-enin nðeðenin nð-eðin 

RES  nðenaya nð-enaya nðeðaya nð-eðaya 

LOC  nðenan nð-enan nðeðenan nð-eðan 
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Third person 

The third personal pronoun refers to other concrete objects than the speaker and 

listener in a conversation.  

  Masculine 

es es (he, they) 

Feminine 

iþ iþ (she, they) 

IND SG es e-s iþ i-þ 

GEN  eðr e-ðr iðen i-ðin 

RES  eya e-ya iya i-ya 

LOC  er e-r iðan i-ðan 

IND PL ena e-na iðeða i-ðeða 

GEN  enin e-nin iðeðin i-ðeðin 

RES  enaya e-naya iðeðaya i-ðeðaya 

LOC  enan e-nan iðeðan i-ðeðan 

 

2. Possessive pronoun 

In the Cylenian language no possessive pronouns exist. Expressing possession can be 

done in two manners: 

▪ A personal pronoun in the genitive case. 

aenin a|nða 

ae-nin annð-a 

we-GEN.PL house-IND.SG 

our house 

▪ An article, if the context makes clear who the possessor of the noun is.  

e  a|nða 

e annð-a 

the.IND house-IND.SG 

the house [of someone]; his house 

te  a|nðena 

te annð-ena 

all.IND house-IND.PL 

all houses [of someone]; all his houses 
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3. Demonstrative pronoun 

There exists only one demonstrative pronoun. There is no distinction in distance of the 

pointed noun. The demonstrative pronoun behaves like a modifying noun and is 

inflected like one. 

  Masculine 

iñe  inge (this, these) 

Feminine 

iñiþ ingiþ (this, these) 

IND SG iñe ing-e iñi ing-iþ 

GEN  iñeðr ing-eðr iñin ing-eðin 

RES  iñya ing-ya iñya ing-ya 

LOC  iñar ing-ar iñan ing-an 

IND PL iña ing-a iñeða ing-eða 

GEN  iñin ing-in iñeðin ing-eðin 

RES  iñaya ing-aya iñeðaya ing-eðaya 

LOC  iñan ing-an iñeðan ing-eðan 

Often the demonstrative pronoun is also used as a modified noun to reference to a non-

animate noun, instead of the third personal pronouns. 

es ðrenen iþ ur er 

e-s ðren-en i-þ ur e-r 

it-IND.SG give-3SG.REA she-IND.SG to.PRP him-LOC.SG 

She gives it to him 

iñe  ðrenen es ur irinar 

ing-e ðren-en e-s ur irin-ar 

this-IND.SG give-3SG.REA he-IND.SG to.PRP Erin-LOC.SG 

He gives it to Erin 

 

4. Relative pronoun 

The form of the relative pronoun is based on that of the article, but with a t- prepended. 

A relative pronoun always agrees in case and number to its antecedent. 
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  Masculine 

teð teþ (that, which) 

Feminine 

tiþ tiþ (that, which) 

IND SG te t-eþ ti t-iþ 

GEN  ter t-er ten t-en 

RES  teya t-eya teya t-eya 

LOC  tar t-ar tan t-an 

IND PL ta t-a ta t-a 

GEN  tin t-in tin t-in 

RES  taya t-aya taya t-aya 

LOC  tan t-an tan t-an 

 

5. Indefinite pronoun 

There exists a single set of indefinite pronouns that can be used in several situations and 

are inflected by gender, number and case, just like other pronouns.  

Universal indefinite pronouns are in essence the plural forms of the existential indefinite 

pronouns, for example many somebodies means everybody. 

Personal 

The personal indefinite pronouns are the base set for all other indefinite constructions. 

When used alone they are used to refer to other nouns. Un and ir un are only used in 

their singular forms. 

un un who?, what? 

iñun ingun 1. someone, something IED 

2. some ING.SG 

3. many, much, a lot of ING.PL 

ir un ir un no one, nothing 

There doesn't exist a universal indefinite pronoun, but the collective article is used 

instead. 

te  ... te ... all 
te  eða te eða all things LIT, everyone, everything 

Locative 

The locative indefinite pronouns refer to a location. These pronouns are created by 

using the preposition enða and append a pronoun of the base set in the locative case. 
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enða unar enða unar where? 

enða iñunar enða ingunar here 

enða ir unar enða ir unar nowhere 

enða ðar eðar enða ðar eðar everywhere 

Temporal  

The temporal indefinite pronouns refer to a moment in time and are created in the same 

way as their locative counterparts, but with the preposition oren. 

oren unar oren unar when? 

oren iñunar oren ingunar then 

oren ir unar oren ir unar never 

oren ðar eðar oren ðar eðar always 
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VII. COMPARISON 
 

1. Introduction 

Comparisons in Cylenian are made using augmentative and diminutive forms of a noun. 

All nouns can have an augmentative and diminutive form. This morphological form has a 

meaning on its own, but is translated differently depending on the class of the noun. 

Modified nouns 

Modified nouns will be translated just like an English noun, for example the big house or 

the little house. Often the meaning of a noun changes when using the augmentative or 

diminutive form to a meliorative noun. 

e  a|nða 

e annð-a 

the.IND house-IND.SG 

the house 

e  a'a|nða 

e a-‘annð-a 

the.IND AUG-house-IND.SG 

the big house, the villa 

e  ði a|nða 

e ði annða 

the.IND DIM.IND house-IND.SG 

the small house 

Modifying nouns 

Modifying nouns will be translated as if being a superlative adjective, for example 

biggest or smallest. Only in explicit comparisons the noun is translated as a comparative, 

like bigger [than]. 

e  konðot a|nða 

e konð-ot annð-a 

the.IND clean-PTCP.IND.SG house-IND.SG 

the clean house 

e  kokonðot a|nða 

e ko-konð-ot annð-a 

the.IND AUG-clean-PTCP.IND.SG house-IND.SG 

the cleanest house 
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eiðr kokonðot a|nða lin u nðeðr [a|nða] 

ei-ðr ko-konð-ot annð-a lin u nð-eðr [annð-ar] 

I-M.IND.SG AUG-clean-PTCP.IND.SG house-IND.SG be.3SG.REA than.PRP you-GEN.SG [house-

LOC.SG] 

my house is cleaner than your [house] 

 

2. Augmentative 

The augmentative form of a noun is created by duplicating the first syllable. How the 

form is translated depends on the meaning of the bare noun and the context. The noun 

is made into an augmentative as follows: 

▪ First the first syllable is duplicated. 

no'en    nono'en 

no‘en    nono‘en 

sðak    sðaksðak * 

sðak    sðaksðak * 

a|nða    a|n'a|nða * 

annða    ann‘annða * 

▪ The coda of the the now first syllable is removed, so that the syllable ends in a 

vowel. 

sðaksðak *   sðasðak * 

sðaksðak *   sðasðak * 

a|n'a|nða *   a'a|nða 

ann‘annða *   a‘annða 

▪ If the onset of the now second syllable contains a combination of consonants, then 

only the last consonant of this syllable will be preserved; the other ones are erased. 

sðasðak *   sðaðak 

sðasðak *   sðaðak 

 

3. Diminutive 

A diminutive noun is created in a much easier way than its opposite. To create a 

diminutive form, the particle noun ði is placed directly in front of the noun and agrees 

with it. 
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e  ði annða 

e ði annð-a 

the.IND DIM.IND house-IND.SG 

the small house 

 

4. Comparison constructions 

There are different types of comparison in the Cylenian language: 

▪ The positive describes a particular property of a noun, for example Erin is big. The 

positive is just the normal form how nouns are translated, so it won't be explained 

here. 

▪ The superlative compares a property of a group of nouns and describes one as 

having the best property. An example would be Erin is the biggest of the people in 

Neyas. 

▪ The comparative compares a property of exactly two nouns, for example Erin is 

bigger than Hailey. 

▪ The equative tells that a property of exactly two nouns is the same, for example 

Erin is as big as his father. 

All those comparison types can be made using a different construction. 

Superlative 

A superlative construction is by far the easiest of the comparison constrcutions; it is 

made using a modifying noun in its augmentative or diminutive form. 

e  konðot a|nða 

e konðot annða 

the.IND clean.IND.SG house.IND.SG 

the clean house 

e  kokonðot a|nða 

e kokonðot annða 

the.IND clean.AUG.IND.SG house.IND.SG 

the cleanest house 

If one wants to indicate with what the comparison is made, the comparative preposition 

u is used, followed by a collective locative noun. This translates literally as the cleaner 

house than all houses, but is interpreted as the cleanest house of the houses. 
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e  kokonðot a|nða u ðar a|nðaðin ir nei'asar 

e kokonðot annða u ðar annðaða ir nei‘asar 

the.IND clean.AUG.IND.SG house.IND.SG of.PRP all.LOC house.LOC.PL i.LOC Neias.LOC.SG 

the cleanest house of the houses in Neias 

e  kokonðot a|nða u ðar nei'asar 

e kokonðot annða u ðar nei‘asar 

the.IND clean.AUG.IND.SG house.IND.SG of.PRP all.LOC Neias.LOC.SG 

the cleanest house in Neias 

Comparative 

A comparative is created using an augmentative or diminutive modifying noun in 

combination with the comparative preposition u followed by a non-collective noun. The 

verb linan can optionally be used in comparative constructions to create a sentence of 

the comparison. 

e  ði annða 

e ði annða 

the.IND small.PART.DIM.IND house.IND.SG 

the small house 

e  ði a|nða [il] u ar liskar 

e ði annða [il] u ar liskar 

the.IND small.PART.DIM.IND house.IND.SG [be.3SG.REA] than.PRP the.LOC tower.LOC.SG 

the house is smaller than the tower 

eiðr kokonðot a|nða [il] u nðeðr [a|nða] 

eiðr kokonðot annða [il] u nðeðr [annðar] 

I.M.IND.SG clean.AUG.IND.SG house.IND.SG [be.3SG.REA] than.PRP you.GEN.SG [house.LOC.SG] 

my house is cleaner than your[s] [house] 

Equative 

The equative is in contrast to the other comparison types not created using the 

augmentative or diminutive form of a noun. Instead it uses just the positive form of a 

noun, followed by the comparative preposition u and a non-proper locative noun. Again, 

the verb linan can be omitted if the context if clear. 

e  konðot a|nða [il] u a|nðena enða neyasar 

e konðot annða [il] u annðena enða nei‘asar 

the.IND clean.IND.SG house.IND.SG [be.3SG.REA] as.PRP house.LOC.PL in.PRP Neias.LOC.SG 

the house is as clean as the houses in Neias 
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VII. VERBS 
 

1. Classification 

In the Cylenian language a verb agrees to its subject in person (fisrt, second or third) 

and number (singular or plural). Apart from the agreement the meaning of a verb can be 

expressed using tense and modality. Vebs do not bear a voice, this is expressed using 

syntax instead. 

The verb has a limited morphological inflection. It is only inflected by person and 

number, although there exist two basic inflection forms for different moods. The tense 

and mood of a verb are distinguished by using auxiliary verbs or particles.  

Verb phrases consist of a series of finite verbs and verb particles. The main verb is 

always placed in the final position. 

According to the different verb stems there are four common inflections: 

▪ The ðepran inflection is used for verbs with a stem ending with a consonant. 

▪ The vei‘an inflection is used for verbs with a stem ending with a vowel. Such verbs 

have a glottal stop ‘ inserted if the stem is followed by another vowel. 

▪ The svan inflection is used for one-syllable verbs, such as svan (to stay) and lan (to 

release). 

▪ The taraan inflection is a special case of the ðepran inflection for verbs with a 

stressed vowel in the infinitive suffix, such as taraan (to meet) or maraan (to end). 

 

2. Inflection of verbs 

A finite verb is inflected by adding suffices to its stem. The realis stem of a verb is the 

lexical form without the suffix -an or -n in the svan inflection. In the irrealis the suffices 

are placed directly after the infinitive form, which also is the irrealis stem. 

Realis form 

The realis is used to describe something that actually is the case, for example an action 

that actually takes place. Most casual sentences contain a realis verb. 
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  ðepra ðepra 

(I speak) 

vei vei 

(I carry) 

1 SG ðepra ðepr-a vei vei 

2  ðepraþ ðepr-aþ veiþ vei-þ 

3  ðepren ðepr-en vein vei-n 

1 PL ðeprei ðepr-ei veinei vei-nei 

2  ðepraða ðepr-aða veiða vei-ða 

3  ðepre|na ðepr-enna veina vei-na 

 

  sva sva 

(I speak) 

tarae taraa 

(I meet) 

1 SG sva sva tarae tar-aa 

2  svaþ sva-þ taraeþ tar-aaþ 

3  svan sva-n taren tar-en 

1 PL svanei sva-nei tarei tar-ei 

2  svaða sva-ða taraeða tar-aaða 

3  svana sva-na tare|na tar-enna 

Irrealis form 

The irrealis is generally used to describe something that is not known to happen. This 

mood is often used with particles to indicate the type of subjunctive.  

  ðeprana ðeprana 

(may I speak) 

vei'ana vei‘ana 

(may I carry) 

1 SG ðeprana ðepran-a vei'ana vei‘an-a 

2  ðepraneþ ðepran-eþ vei'aneþ vei‘an-eþ 

3  ðepranen ðepran-en vei'anen vei‘an-en 

1 PL ðepranei ðepran-ei vei'anei vei‘an-ei 

2  ðepraneða ðepran-eða vei'aneða vei‘an-eða 

3  ðepra|na ðepran-na vei'a|na vei‘an-na 

 
  svana svana 

(may I stay) 

taraena taraana 

(may I meet) 

1 SG svana svan-a Taraena taraan-a 

2  svaneþ svan-eþ Taraeneþ taraan-eþ 

3  svanen svan-en Taraenen taraan-en 

1 PL svanei svan-ei Taraenei taraan-ei 

2  svaneða svan-eða Taraeneða taraan-eða 

3  sva'a|na svan-na Tarae|na taraan-na 
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Infinitive or lexical form 

Infinite verbs are not used anymore in contemporary Cylenian language, although they 

cease to exist as a dead mood and are only used in lexica. The infinitive always ends with 

-an, or -aan if the vowel in the suffix is stressed. 

 

3. Auxiliary and irrealis constructions 

When making auxiliaries, for example while using tense or along with verbs like to want 

to, multiple finite verbs are used. The main verb always takes the last place in the 

predicate and is preceded by auxiliary verbs. Auxiliary verbs only exist in their realis 

and lexical form.  

pureþ ni boryða ae 

pureþ ni boryða ae 

door.IND.SG just.3SG.AUX open.3SG.REA I.IND.SG 

I just opened the door 

 

4. Tense 

There are five tenses in which a Cylenian verb can act. Tense is not created 

morphologically, but using auxiliaries instead. 

The following table gives an overview of all five tenses and the auxiliary verbs or verb 

particles used to create them. 

Present (do) Bare finite verb 

Recent past (just did, have done) ni'an ni‘an + realis VB 

Distant past (did, had done) nan nan + realis VB 

Immediate future (about to do) reðan reðan + realis VB 

Distant future (will do) nda'an nda‘an + realis VB 

The following paragraphs give an extensive view on all tenses and their constructions, 

as well as examples of how to use them. 

Present 

The present tense is used for usual behavior and situations that take place at the 

moment. The present tense uses the finite form of a verb. 

pureþ boryðen oren da|nan 

pureþ boryðen oren dannan 

door.IND.SG open.3SG.REA at.PRP day.LOC.SG 

the door [usually] opens at day 
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pureþ boryðen iþ 

pureþ boryðen iþ 

door.IND.SG open.3SG.REA she.IND.SG 

she opens the door [at the moment]; she is opening the door 

Recent past 

The recent past tense is used to describe situations that happened in the recent past, for 

example I just came home. The speaker means that he is just inside for a few moments. 

The construction of the recent past is made using the verb ni‘an plus another finite verb 

and is translated with just did or have done (or the main verb). 

pureþ nin boryðen iþ 

pureþ nin boryðen iþ 

door.IND.SG just.3SG.AUX.RPST open.3SG.REA she.IND.SG 

she just opened the door 

Distant past 

The distant past tense is used to describe situations that took place in the distant past 

and lasted for a long time, for example I lived here for 30 years. 

The distant past tense is constructed using the auxiliary verb nan and is translated with 

did or had done. 

in kyani a|nða nan lin elky'a 

in kyani annða nan lin elky‘a 

I.GEN.SG true.IND.SG home.IND.SG had.3SG.AUX be.3SG.REA cold.IND.SG 

My true home was [always] the cold 

Immediate future 

The immediate future tense is used to describe situations that definitely will happen in 

the near future, for example I am about to go home. Most future-related situations use 

the immediate future tense. 

A verb predicate in the immediate future tense is created using the auxiliary verb reðan 

and is translated with about to do. 

pureþ reðen boryðen iþ  

pureþ reðen boryðen iþ 

door.IND.SG about to.3SG.AUX.NFUT open.3SG.REA she.IND.SG 

she is about to open the door 
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Distant future 

The distant future tense is used for situations that will happen in the future and will go 

on for a long time, for example I will go home, or for things that are not sure if they will 

happen in the future (potential mood), for example I may go home. 

The distant future tense is constructed using the verb nda‘an and is translated with will 

do or may do. 

pureþ ndanen boryðen iþ  

pureþ ndanen boryðen iþ 

door.IND.SG will.3SG.AUX.DFUT open.3SG.REA she.IND.SG 

she will open the door; she may open the door 

 

5. Modality 

Modality in Cylenian is expressed using optional auxiliary verbs or particles, followed by 

a realis or irrealis verb. Moods can always be combined with tenses and with the 

continuous mood. 

The following table gives an overview of all ten moods and the auxiliary verbs or verb 

particles used to create them. 

Indicative (do) Bare finite verb 

Continuous (to be doing) i|l ill + realis PART 

Imperative (do!) af afþ + irrealis PART 

Prohibitative (don't do) ir afþ ir afþ + irrealis PART 

Adhortative (let do) af afþ + irrealis PART 

Advisory (should do) a|lan allan + irrealis VB 

Low potential (may do) nda'an nda‘an + realis VB 

High potential (can do) ran ran + irrealis VB 

Optative (may do) yan yan + irrealis VB 

Inferential (must have done) siðan siðan + irrealis VB 

The following paragraphs give an extensive view on all moods and their constructions, 

as well as examples of how to use them. 

Indicative mood 

The indicative mood is used to express events that certainly happen, did happen or will 

happen. This is the mood that is most used in common languge. An indicative mood is 

constructed using a realis verb. 
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lexon ni'en hwnen enða art e|nar 

leghon ni‘en hwnen enða ar tennar 

traveler.IND.SG just.3SG.AUX walk.3SG.REA at.PRP the.POS road.LOC.SG 

the traveler just walked on the road 

Continuous mood 

The continuous mood is used to describe an event that lasts for a long duration, or is 

still going on. The continuous mood can be used in combination with all the five tenses. 

A continuous mood is created using the auxiliary particle ill followed by a realis verb. 

lexon i|l hwnen enða art e|nar 

leghon ill hwnen enða ar tennar 

traveler.IND.SG be.PART.AUX walk.3SG.REA at.PRP the.POS road.LOC.SG 

the traveler is walking on the road 

Imperative, prohibitive and adhortative mood 

The imperative mood describes direct commands, prohibitions and requests. An 

imperative mood is created using the particle afþ in combination with an irrealis verb 

and is often translated with the auxiliary verbs must or let. The advisory mood cannot be 

used in combination with a past tense. 

nðer afþ hwnaneþ enða art e|nar 

nðer afþ hwnaneþ enða ar tennar 

you.IND.SG must.PART.AUX walk.3SG.REA at.PRP the.POS road.LOC.SG 

walk on the road! 

eiða afþ hwnaneþ enða art e|nar 

eiða afþ hwnaneþ enða ar tennar 

we.IND.PL let.PART.AUX walk.1PL.REA at.PRP the.POS road.LOC.SG 

let us walk on the road 

nðeða ir afþ ðwraneða embuþ 

nðeða ir afþ ðwraneða embuþ 

you.IND.PL not.PART must.PART.AUX eat.2PL.IRR apple.IND.SG 

don’t eat the apple! 

Advisory mood 

The advisory mood is used to express advises and is translated by using the verbs could 

or should. An advisory mood is constructed using the auxiliary verb allan followed by an 

irrealis verb. 
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nðer a|lat hwnaneþ enða art e|nar 

nðer allaþ hwnaneþ enða ar tennar 

you.IND.SG should.PART.AUX walk.2SG.IRR at.PRP the.POS road.LOC.SG 

you could better walk on the road 

Low and high potential mood 

The potential moods describe events that are not known to happen for sure, but are 

possibly to happen in the future. The low and high potential moods express the level of 

possibility. The potential moods can be translated using the verbs can or may. 

The low potential mood is created usingthe auxiliary verb nda‘an, which is also used for 

the distant future tense, followed by a realis verb. 

eiða nda'ei hwnei enða art e|nar 

eiða nda‘ei hwnei enða ar tennar 

we.IND.PL can.1PL.AUX walk.1PL.REA at.PRP the.POS road.LOC.SG 

it is possible that we walk on the road [but not very certain] 

The high potential mood is created using the particle ran in combination with an irrealis 

verb. 

eiða ran hwnanei enða art e|nar 

eiða ran hwnanei enða ar tennar 

we.IND.PL can. PART.AUX walk.3SG.REA at.PRP the.POS road.LOC.SG 

we can walk on the road [which is very certain] 

Optative mood 

The optative mood expresses a wish. An optative mood is created using the particle yan 

followed by a realis verb and is translated with the verb may. 

ðy ky|l nðya yan lin 

ðy kyll nðya yan lin 

the one.IND Cyll.IND.SG you.RES.SG may.PART.AUX be.3SG.REA 

may Cyll be with you 

Inferential mood 

The inferential mood is used to describe nonwitnessed events, in other words events 

which the speaker does not confirm or hasn't attended. An inferential mood is often 

translated using the verb construction must have or I think that and is constructed using 

the auxiliary verb siðan followed by a irrealis verb. 

lexon siðen i|l hwnen enða art e|nar 

leghon siðen ill hwnen enða ar tennar 

traveler.IND.SG must have.3SG.AUX be.PART.AUX walk.3SG.REA at.PRP the.POS road.LOC.SG 

it is said that the traveler is walking on the road 
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6. Transitivity and voice 

A Cylenian verb can have several levels of valency. Moreover, it can take a causative. 

Impersonal verbs 

Impersonal verbs, like to rain or to snow, take no subject or object. The expression it 

snows can for example be expressed as a single word. 

elky'en 

elky‘en 

snow.3SG.REA 

it snows; it is snowing 

afþ elky'anen 

afþ elky‘anen 

let.PART snow.3SG.IRR 

let it snow 

Intransitive verbs 

Intransitive verbs only take a subject, which can either be the agent or the patient of the 

verb. 

es nenaten  

iþ nenaten 

she.IND.SG swim.3SG.REA 

she swims 
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Transitive verbs 

es nenaten  

iþ nenaten 

she.IND.SG swim.3SG.REA 

she swims 

Pureþ boryðen es 

pureþ boryðen iþ 

door.IND.SG open.3SG.REA she.IND.SG 

she opens the door 

Pureþ boryðen 

pureþ boryðen 

door.IND.SG open.3SG.REA 

the door opens [itself] 

boryðen Pureþ 

boryðen pureþ 

open.3SG.REA door.IND.SG 

the door is opened [by someone] 

 
konðen a|nða 

konðen annða 

clean.3SG.REA house.IND.SG 

the house is cleaned 

If the last example is turned around, its meaning doesn't make sense anymore. 

a|nða konðen 

annða konðen 

house.IND.SG clean.3SG.REA 

the house cleans [itself] 

When using the agent in passive sentences, the active voice is used instead. 

Pureþ boryðen es 

pureþ boryðen iþ 

door.IND.SG open.3SG.REA she.IND.SG 

she opens the door; the door is opened by her 

Reflexive voice 

The reflexive voice is used to express the reflexivity of a verb, like he washes himself. The 

reflexive voice is created by leaving out a direct object in the sentence. 

fðen konðeþ nður 

fðen konðeþ nður 
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field.IND.SG clean.2SG.REA you.IND.SG 

you are cleaning the field 

konðeþ nður 

konðeþ nður 

clean.2SG.REA you.IND.SG 

you are washing yourself 

However, if the verb and subject are switched, the sentence loses its reflexivity and can 

be interpreted differently. 

nður konðeþ 

nður konðeþ 

you.IND.SG clean.2SG.REA 

you are cleaning [something]; you are being washed [by someone] 

 

7. Verbal nouns 

Verbal nouns are used to create a noun of a verb. In Cylenian there exists three verbal 

nouns, each referring to a different part of the verb: 

▪ The gerund refers to the action that is described by the verb (speaking). 

▪ The active participle refers to the agent of the verb (speaker). 

▪ The passive participle refers to the patient of the verb (that which was spoken). 

All these verbal nouns are inflected like a dual noun and have a masculine and feminine 

form, of which the latter can be created using gender bending. 

A verbal noun on its own is often to be translated freely. The translation of depraleþ for 

example is the thing that is speaking, so speaker, and veinot is translated by the thing 

that is carried, so carriage. 

Gerund 

The gerund is constructed using the realis stem with -ne attached and is inflected using 

the vowel inflection. 

  ðeprane ðeprane 

(the speaking) 

veine  veine 

(the carrying) 

IND SG ðeprane ðepran-e veine vein-e 

GEN  ðepraneðr ðepran-eðr veineðr vein-eðr 

RES  ðepranya ðepran-ya veinya vein-ya 

LOC  ðepranar ðepran-ar veinar vein-ar 

IND PL ðepranena ðepran-ena veinena vein-ena 

GEN  ðepranenin ðepran-enin veinenin vein-enin 

RES  ðepranaya ðepran-aya veinaya vein-aya 
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LOC  ðepranenan ðepranenan veinenan veinenan 

 

  svane svane 

(the stay) 

taraene  taraane 

(the meeting) 

IND SG svane svan-e taraene taraan-e 

GEN  svaneðr svan-eðr taraeneðr taraan-eðr 

RES  svanya svan-ya taraenya taraan-ya 

LOC  svanar svan-ar taraenar taraan-ar 

IND PL svanena svan-ena taraenena taraan-ena 

GEN  svanenin svan-enin taraenenin taraan-enin 

RES  svanaya svan-aya taraenaya taraan-aya 

LOC  svanenan svan-enan taraenenan taraan-enan 

Active participle 

The active participle stem is the realis stem with -l attached and the participle is 

inflected using the thorn inflection. 

  ðeprareþ ðepraleþ 

(speaking/speaker) 

veileþ veileþ 

(carrying/carrier) 

IND SG ðeprareþ ðepral-eþ veileþ veil-eþ 

GEN  ðeprareðr ðepral-eðr veileðr veil-eðr 

RES  ðepralya ðepral-ya veilya veil-ya 

LOC  ðepralar ðepral-ar veilar veil-ar 

IND PL ðeprareða ðepral-eða veileða veil-eða 

GEN  ðeprareðin ðepral-eðin veileðin veil-eðin 

RES  ðeprareðaya ðepral-eðaya veileðaya veil-eðaya 

LOC  ðeprareðan ðepral-eðan veileðan veil-eðan 

 

  svaleþ svaleþ 

(staying) 

taraeleþ taraaleþ 

(meeting/meeter) 

IND SG svaleþ sval-eþ taraeleþ taraal-eþ 

GEN  svaleðr sval-eðr taraeleðr taraal-eðr 

RES  svalya sval-ya taraelya taraal-ya 

LOC  svalar sval-ar taraelar taraal-ar 

IND PL svaleða sval-eða taraeleða taraal-eða 

GEN  svaleðin sval-eðin taraeleðin taraal-eðin 

RES  svaleðaya sval-eðaya taraeleðaya taraal-eðaya 

LOC  svaleðan sval-eðan taraeleðan taraal-eðan 

Passive participle 
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The passive participle stem is the same as the realis stem. The passive participle is 

inflected using the consonant inflection. Note the difference between the ðepran and 

taraan inflections. 

  ðeprot ðeprot 

(spoken/language) 

vei'ot vei‘ot 

(carried/carriage) 

IND SG ðeprok ðeprot vei'ok vei‘ot 

GEN  ðeprokr ðeproð-r vei'okr vei‘oð-r 

RES  ðeprokya ðeproð-ya vei'okya vei‘oð-ya 

LOC  ðeprokar ðeprot-ar vei'okar vei‘ot-ar 

IND PL ðeproka ðeprot-a vei'oka vei‘ot-a 

GEN  ðeprokin ðeprot-in vei'okin vei‘ot-in 

RES  ðeprokaya ðeprot-aya vei'okaya vei‘ot-aya 

LOC  ðeprokan ðeprot-an vei'okan vei‘ot-an 

 

  sva'ot sva‘ot 

(spoken/language) 

Taroot taroot 

(met/meeting) 

IND SG sva'ok sva‘ot tarook taroot 

GEN  sva'okr sva‘oð-r tarookr tarooð-r 

RES  sva'okya sva‘oð-ya tarookya tarooð-ya 

LOC  sva'okar sva‘ot-ar tarookar taroot-ar 

IND PL sva'oka sva‘ot-a tarooka taroot-a 

GEN  sva'okin sva‘ot-in tarookin taroot-in 

RES  sva'okaya sva‘ot-aya tarookaya taroot-aya 

LOC  sva'okan sva‘ot-an tarookan taroot-an 

 

8. Irregular verbs 

In the Cylenian language there exist some irregular verbs that differ in inflection of the 

realis form and participles most of the time. These verbs are: 

▪ linan (linan) - to be (predicate/auxiliary) 

▪ ðanan (ðanan) - to be (locative) 

▪ beran (beran) - to have (possession) 

Realis form 

Ðanan is inflected regular following the svan inflection using the stem ða-. 

  linan linan 

(I am) 

beran beran 

(I have) 

1 SG lil li ber be-r 

2  liþ li-þ beraþ be-raþ 
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3  lil li-n ben be-n 

1 PL linei li-nei berei be-rei 

2  linaða li-naða beraða be-raða 

3  lina li-na be|na be-nna 
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Active participle 

  
linan linan 

(being/existence/universe) 

ðanan ðanan 

(being somewhere) 

IND SG ileþ il-eþ ðeþ ð-eþ 

GEN  ileðr il-eðr ðeðr ð-eðr 

RES  ilya il-ya ðya ð-eya 

LOC  ilar il-ar ðar ð-ar 

IND PL ileða il-eða ðeða ð-eða 

GEN  ileðin il-eðin ðeðin ð-eðin 

RES  ileðaya il-eðaya ðeðaya ð-eðaya 

LOC  ileðan il-eðan ðeðan ð-eðan 

 

  
beran beran 

(having) 

IND SG beleþ bel-eþ 

GEN  beleðr bel-eðr 

RES  belya bel-ya 

LOC  belar bel-ar 

IND PL beleða bel-eða 

GEN  beleðin bel-eðin 

RES  beleðaya bel-eðaya 

LOC  beleðan bel-eðan 
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IX. ADVERBS AND PARTICLES 
 

1. Adverb classes 

Adverbs are a category of words that modify other words, such as verbs, nouns, other 

adverbs, clauses or sentences. Cylenian distinguishes several adverb classes depending 

on what they influence: 

▪ Modifying nouns, as the name already says, modify nouns or noun phrases. This 

class is not considered an adverb class, but is a noun class. 

▪ Adverbs modify verbs or verb phrases. This definition uses the word adverb in its 

strict meaning. 

▪ Particles modify other adverbs, clauses, sentences and everything else. Pre- and 

postpositions fall in this category if they are part of a clause. 

 

2. Adverbs 

Cylenian modifying nouns can be made into adverbs. Those adverbs can modify verbs or 

verb phrases. Cylenian adverbs link to the verb they modify, just as modifying nouns do 

towards other nouns.  

Inflection of adverbs 

An adverb agrees in person and number to the verb it links to, whether it is a realis or 

irrealis verb. 

  konðot konðot 

(beautiful) 

mi|n minn 

(good, true) 

1 SG konðoðna konðoðn-a mi||na minnn-a 

2  konðoðnaþ konðoðn-aþ mi||naþ minnn-aþ 

3  konðoðnen konðoðn-en mi||nen minnn-en 

1 PL konðoðnei konðoðn-ei mi||nei minnn-ei 

2  konðoðnaða konðoðn-aða mi||naða minnn-aða 

3  konðoðne|na konðoðn-enna mi||ne|na minnn-enna 

Construction of adverbs 

To create an adverb of a modifying noun, the indirective form is taken as a stem, the 

adverbial marker -n is appended and the adverb suffices are placed after it. It is possible 

that the ending consonant of the stem will be lenited after placing the -n. 
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konðot   konðoðna, konðoðnaþ, … 

konðot   konðoðna, konðoðnaþ, ... 

onþ    onðna, onðnaþ, … 

onþ    onðna, onðnaþ, ... 

Also if the noun already ends with a nasal consonant, then the adverbial marker is still 

placed. 

mi|n  mi||na, mi||naþ, ... 

minn  minnna, minnnaþ, ... 

a|n  a||na, a||naþ, ... 

ann  annna, annnaþ, ... 

An adverb may be placed at both sides of the verb, but if it carries an adverbial clause, 

then it stays near that clause. 

iþ konðoðnen inen  

i-þ konðoð-n-en in-en  

she-IND.SG beautiful-ADV-3SG talk-3SG.REA  

she talks beautiful 

niþ fðinaþ mi||naþ yn ky|lan 

n-iþ fðin-aþ minn-n-aþ yn kyll-an 

you-F.IND.SG act-2SG.REA true-ADV-2SG towards.PRP Cyll-LOC.SG 

you are acting loyal towards Cyll 

 

3. Particles 

Particles are adverbs that modify everything exept nouns and verbs. They change the 

mood of a verb, are used in conjunctions, and much more. An extensive view on the 

relevant particles for a given situation will be described in that particular section. 

 

4. Particle nouns 

Particle nouns are a common phenomenon in Cylenian. Particle nouns are used as 

particles, but are inflected like nouns and agree with the parts they connect. Cylenian 

has a few common particle nouns: 

▪ i is placed between two parts of a compound noun if they are in the same case. 

When the context makes clear that the two parts belong together, then i can be 

omitted. 
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purar nðurot 

purar nðurot 

gate.LOC.SG book.IND.SG 

the passport 

ar purar ir nðurotari 

ar purar ir nðurotar 

the.LOC gate.LOC.SG i.LOC book.LOC.SG 

[in] the passport 

▪ yþ is placed between different parts of an enumeration, meaning and. 

kylesðin turvalder yðr nei'onyar 

kylesðin turvalder yðr nei‘onyar  

Celestine.IND.SG Tørvalde.GEN.SG and.GEN Nionia.GEN.SG 

Celestine Tørvalde of Nionia 

▪ ði is placed directly before a noun to create a diminutive form out of it. More on 

diminutives and comparison is given in a following chapter. 

e  ði a|nða 

e ði annða 

the.IND small.PART.DIM house.IND.SG 

the small house 

▪ sðeþ is placed to indicate an indirect clause and is place before it and agrees with 

the grammatical function of the clause. More on indirect clauses is given in a 

following chapter. 

eina finei sðe'yr embuþ ðrenanen es 

eina finei sðe‘yr embuþ ðrenanen es 

we.M.IND.PL want.1PL.REA that.PART.LOC apple.IND.SG give.3SG.IRR he.M.IND.SG 

We want that he gives the apple 

Inflection of particle nouns 

Most particle nouns only exist in one number suitable for both singular and plural 

nouns. Since particle nouns are commonly short, their inflection is quite irregular. 
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 i i (case separator) yþ yþ (and) 

IND i i yþ yþ 

GEN iðr iðr yðr yðr 

RES iya iya ya ya 

LOC ir ir yr yr 

 
 ði ði (than) sðeþ sðeþ (that) 

IND ði ði sðeþ sðeþ 

GEN ðyðr ðyðr sðeðr sðeðr 

RES ðyya ðyya sðya sðya 

LOC ðyr ðyr sðeyr sðe‘yr 
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X. DERIVATION 
 

1. Nouns 

Nouns can change their meaning by adding morphemes, by combining them or ordering 

them differently. Some nouns have multiple meanings, which only clarify when using the 

noun in a context. 

Morphological derivation 

Affixes can be placed towards a noun or verb to form a new word on the basis of an 

existing word. There exist several morphological derivations. 

▪ -on denotes the person, state or abstract quality of a noun. In English this is 

expressed using the suffices -er, -ity, -ness or -tion. 

Lexan    lexon 

leghan   leghon 

to travel   traveler 

tesk    teskon 

tesk    teskon 

value    dignity 

▪ -aþ is used to express a concrete situation or object. 

gelan    gelaþ 

gelan    gelaþ 

to hide   cloak 

▪ -us is used to denote the activity of the noun. 

Lexan    lexus 

leghan   leghus 

to travel   travel 

▪ -sk is used to denote the origin or beginning of a particular noun, which is 

commonly used in derivations of geographical names 

karðir    karðisk 

karðir    karðisk 

Carthiskia   Carthisk 

aeri|n    aeRIsk 

aerinn    aerisk 

Ireland   Irish 
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▪ -oo indicates the result or end of a noun. 

penðiþ    penðroo 

pendiþ   penðroo 

fire    ash 

Some derivations became archaic over time and their affix is changed into a preposition 

or particle. 

▪ -ði was used to describe the diminutive, a smaller degree of the original meaning of 

the noun, opposite to the augmentative. The suffix -ði can still be found in the word 

no‘enði, a cute way to call one's significant other. 

Gender bending 

To change a masculine noun to feminine, gender bending is used. An extensive view on 

this process in given in the chapter about nouns. 

tavaleþ   tavaliþ  

tavaleþ   tavaliþ 

father    mother 

Definite and abstract nouns 

Often a noun has an abstract as well as a definite meaning, referring to a particular case 

of the noun. The definite meaning of the noun can be explicitly expressed by using an 

article. 

runot 

runot 

[a] script 

e  runot 

e runot 

the script, the Cylenian script 

Inflecting nouns 

Nouns can be changed by inflecting them. The new noun either becomes indeclinable 

and has the same form in all cases, or forms a new noun which can be inflected like 

other nouns. 

boryar 

boryar 

[place of] beginning [of the sun], east 
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kylesðin 

kylesðin 

[girl] of Cylesth, Celestine 

Compound nouns 

Compound nouns can be created in three different ways: 

▪ Syntactic composition is used when different nouns are put next to each other. The 

describing noun acts as a modifying noun. 

boryeðr ða 

boryeðr ða 

place of beginning, departure 

▪ Inflective composition occurs while combining a noun with another noun in a 

particular case, representing its function. The inflected noun is put in front of the 

head noun. 

ðir nenan   nenanðir 

ðir nenan   nenanðir 

land in water, island 

▪ Portmanteau composition is used in many fossilized nouns. Usually the last part of 

the first noun is omitted, and the rest is pasted to the second noun. 

ða maraen   marooða 

ða maraan   marooða 

place of stop, arrival, station 

kareþ ðir   karðir 

kareþ ðir   karðir 

hot country, Carthiskia 

elky'in ondleþ   elky'ondleþ 

elky‘in ondleþ   elky‘ondleþ 

winter solstice 

esþ kylenya   kylesþ 

esþ kylenya   kylesþ 

city dedicated to Cyll, Cylesth 

 

2. Verbs to nouns 

Verbs can be converted into nouns by using one of its participles, but there also exist 

fossilized forms of nouns derived from verbs. 

Verbs can be derived to nouns in three ways: 
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▪ The active participle is used to describe someone or something that is doing 

according to the verb. 

tavan    tavaliþ 

tavan    tavaliþ 

to bear   mother 

heli|nan   heli|niþ 

helinnan   helinniþ 

to emote   emotion 

▪ The passive participle is used to describe a noun that is done or created according 

to the verb. 

tavan    TAVOT 

tavan    tavot 

to bear   son 

runan    runot 

runan    runot 

to write  script, book 

▪ A fossilized form exists for many verbs relating to mythology or derivations from 

that form. 

marðan   maroo 

marðan   maroo 

to end    the end 

 

3. Nouns to verbs 

As most nouns can be derived from verbs, there doesn't exist many verbs that are 

derived from nouns. The most well-known examples are verbs describing a situation (to 

have cold) and verbs derived from mythology. 

Deriving verbs from nouns can be done in two ways, depending on the situation: 

▪ Nouns ending in a consonant add -an to their indirective form. 

heli|n    heli|nan 

helinn    helinnan 

Hailey   to have emotion, to love 

▪ Nouns ending in a vowel have their end vowel changed to -a- and -n is added after 

that. 

elky'a    elky'an 

elky‘a    elky‘an 

Elsa   to snow, to be/have cold 
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Another way to create a verb from a noun, that often occurs with nouns ending in -on, is 

appending an e- in front of the noun and replacing the last syllable (-on) to -an. 

fðilon   efðilan 

fðilon    efðilan 

behavior   to behave 
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XI. OTHER MORPHOLOGY 
 

1. Numbers and counting 

In the Cylenian language a base 6 numeral system is used, which means that only the 

numerals 1 to 5 are used to represent a number. Moreover, the first division is not base 

6, but base 5. 

Cylenians count to 30 using two hands. They start by using the right hand to count from 

one to five, starting at the thumb towards the pinky. 

 

For higher numbers than five the left hand is used to count the multiples of five, in other 

words the full hands, in the same way. 

 

One can count towards 30 using this method. For numbers higher than 30 the cycle is 

repeated, and the multiples of 30 are written down or remembered. 

 

 

2. Cardinal numbers 

The names of the cardinal numbers up to and including 30 are derived from the way of 

counting. The word leþ, meaning full, is used for a full hand of five fingers. 

All numerals are indeclineable modifying nouns. One is made using the complete article 

and depends on the gender of the noun it belongs to.  
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1 te, ðy te / ðy 1 

2 ðo ðo 2 

3 oye oye 3 
4 ore|ne orenne 4 

5 finr finr 5 

11 leþ te, ðy leþ te / ðy 6 

12 leþ ðo leþ ðo 7 

13 leþ oye leþ oye 8 

14 leþ ore|ne leþ orenne 9 
15 leþ finr leþ finr 10 

21 ðoeþ te, ðy ðoleþ te / ðy 11 

31 oyeleþ te, ðy oyeleþ te / ðy 16 

41 oreleþ te, ðy oreleþ te / ðy 21 

51 finrleþ te, ðy finrleþ te / ðy 26 

55 finrleþ finr finrleþ finr 30 

 

3. Ordinal numbers 

Ordinal numbers are created from the cardinal numbers by inlfecting them in the 

genitive case, for example ðo becomes ðoðr. In compound cardinal numbers only the 

smallest part (usually the last) is inflected. The numeral notation of ordinals is usually 

made by writing an r after a middot. 

1,r ter, tin ter / tin 1st 
2,r ðoðr ðoðr 2nd 

3,r oyeðr oyeðr 3rd 

4,r ore|neðr orenneðr 4th 

5,r fineðr fineðr 5th 

11,r leþ ter, tin leþ ter / tin 6th 
55,r finrleþ fineðr finrleþ fineðr 30th 
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XII. SYNTAX 
 

1. Word order 

Cylenian is mostly an analytic language. There only exists four cases, of which two are 

kind of archaic. The verb is not inflected in many ways. Therefore the word order in a 

sentence makes clear its meaning. 

Subject and verb phrase 

Cylenian is morphologically a direct language, so its ergative-absolute construction is 

displayed in the syntax of the subject and the verb phrase: 

▪ If the main verb is transitive, then the word order is object-subject-verb. 

Pureþ boryðen es 

pureþ boryðen iþ 

door.IND.SG open.3SG.REA she.IND.SG 

she opens the door 

Optionally, if the object is a pronoun or eþ, the word order subject-object-verb can be 

used.  

eiþ iþ la 

eiþ iþ la 

I.F.IND.SG she.IND.SG release.1SG.REA 

I let it go 

If a passive voice is used, the word order becomes verb-subject. 

boryðen Pureþ 

boryðen pureþ 

open.3SG.REA door.IND.SG 

the door is opened [by someone] 

▪ If the verb is intransitive, or if a reflexive voice is used, the the word order is always 

subject-verb. 

es nenaten  

iþ nenaten 

she.IND.SG swim.3SG.REA 

she swims 

Pureþ boryðen 

pureþ boryðen 
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door.IND.SG open.3SG.REA 

the door opens [itself] 

 

▪ If the main verb is a copula, the subject and predicate are placed aside from the 

verb in either order. Mostly if the subject is a pronoun, it is placed after the verb. 

embuþ lin karðul 

embuþ lin karðul 

apple.IND.SG be.3SG.REA red.IND.SG 

The apple is red 

karðul lin embuþ 

karðul lin embuþ 

red.IND.SG be.3SG.REA apple.IND.SG 

The apple is red 

Sentence order 

The most common word order in Cylenian sentences is: 

▪ Optional clauses, mostly in the locative case 

▪ Optional indirect object in the locative case, possibly with a pre- or postposition. 

▪ Verb phrase 

▪ Optional indirect object. 

▪ Optional clauses. 

 

2. Clauses 

Clauses are constructions that can add information to a sentence. Those constructions 

are placed in the front or in the back of a sentence. If there are more clauses, one is free 

to choose to place them at different spots or use the particle yrþ (yrþ) to separate them. 

There exists several types of clauses that connect to the whole sentence or a part of it. 

 

3. Adverbial clauses 

The most straightforward clause is the adverbial clause, which describes extra 

information related to a particular word or the whole sentence. The adverbial clause 

comes in two flavours: using a noun phrase or a verb phrase. 

 

Noun phrase clause 
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A noun phrase clause is created using a noun in the locative or respective case in 

combination with a pre- or postposition. The adposition expresses particular 

information, such as time, place or manner. The most common noun adpositions are: 

enða enða +LOC in, at (locative) 

ðaboryet ðaboryet +LOC beginning at (egressive) 

borða borða +LOC from (ablative) 

ðamarðet ðamarðet +LOC as far as, ending at (terminative) 

marða marða +LOC to, towards (allative) 

oren oren +LOC at (temporal) 

orboryet orboryet +LOC beginning at (egressive temporal) 

ormarðet ormarðet +LOC ending at (terminative temporal) 

ur ur +LOC for, to (dative) 

urileþ urileþ +LOC with (comitative) 

be be +LOC with, by means of 

(instrumental/instructive) 
ðu|li ðulli +LOC like (semblative/equative) 

yn yn +RES towards, against (relative) 

u u +LOC than (comparison) 

kriðu kriðu +LOC when, the ..., the ... (comparison) 

Verb phrase clause 

A verb phrase clause is constructed using a conjunction particle followed by a verb that 

agrees to the particle.  

Comparative clause 

A particular adverbial clause is the comparative clause, that can also either take a noun 

or verb phrase in it. A more extensive view on those clauses is given in the chapter about 

comparison. 

 

4. Relative clauses 

A relative clause gives extra information to a particular part of speech.  
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XIII. SPOKEN LANGUAGE 
 

1. Abbreviating verbs 

Some forms of the verb can be abbreviated in spoken Cylenian. When abbreviating, the 

last part of a verb is omitted and a glottal stop ' is put in that place. 

The irrealis forms of a verb are often abbreviated by replacing the suffix by the glottal 

stop ‘. 

afþ fonan' iriþ 

afþ fonan‘ iriþ 

let.PART rage on.3SG.IRR wind.IND.SG 

Let the wind rage on 

Some auxiliary verbs can also be shortened. The suffix of the realis form is omitted and 

replaced. The following forms of auxiliary verbs can be abbreviated: 

▪ Realis forms of linan (to be) become li‘. 

▪ Realis forms of ni‘an (just did) become ni‘. 

▪ Realis forms of reðan (about to to) become reð‘. 

▪ Realis forms of nda‘an (will) become nda‘. 

oren ir unar reð' ondla 

oren ir unar reð‘ ondla 

never.PART about to.3SG.AUX.NFUT go back.3SG.REA 

I am never going back 

 

2. Omitting personal pronouns 

Personal pronouns can often be omitted when used as subject in a sentence. The verb 

already gives sufficient information about the person of the subject. 

enða iñunar ða yþ enða iñunar nda sva 

enða ingunar ða yþ enða ingunar nda sva 

here.PART am.1SG.REA and.IND here.PART  will.1SG.AUX.DFUT stay.1SG.REA 

Here [I] am and here [I] will stay 
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3. Alternate forms of ae and aeþ 

The personal pronouns ae and aeþ (both meaning I) are sometimes changed to e‘i and 

e‘iþ respectively. This change can only occur in the singular forms of these pronouns. In 

the inflection of e‘i and e‘iþ all occurences of ae are changed into e‘i. 

  Masculine 

e'i e'i (I) 

Feminine 

e'iþ e'iþ (I) 

IND SG e'i e‘i e'iþ e‘iþ 

GEN  e'iðr e‘iðr in in 

RES  e'iya e‘iya e'iya e‘iya 

LOC  e'ir e‘ir e'in e‘in 

ir reða heli|na e'iþ 

ir reða helinna e‘iþ 

not.PART about to.1SG.AUX.NFUT have emotion1SG.REA I.IND.SG 

I won't have emotion 
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XIV. EXAMPLES 
 

1. Six basic sentences 

embuþ lin karðul. aerinr embuþ lin es. embuþ ðrena ae ur aerinar. Sðeþ embuþ ðrenanen es finei aena. iñe  

ðrenen es ur aerinar. es ðrenen iþ ur er. 

Embuþ lin karðul. Aerinr embuþ lin es. Embuþ ðrena ae ur Aerinar. Sðeþ embuþ 

ðrenanen es finei aena. Inge ðrenen es ur Aerinar. Es ðrenen iþ ur er. 

embuþ lin karðul 

embuþ lin karðul 

apple.IND.SG be.3SG.REA red.IND.SG 

The apple is red 

 

aerinr embuþ lin es 

aerinr embuþ lin es 

Erin.GEN.SG apple.IND.SG be.3SG.REA it.M.IND.SG 

It is Erin's apple 

 

embuþ ðrena ae ur aerinar 

embuþ ðrena ae ur aerinar 

apple.IND.SG give.1SG.REA I.IND.SG to.PRP Erin.LOC.SG 

I give Erin the apple 

 

sðeþ embuþ ðrenanen es finei eina 

sðeþ embuþ ðrenanen es finei eina 

that.PART.IND apple.IND.SG give.3SG.IRR he.M.IND.SG want.1PL.REA we.M.IND.PL 

We want him to give the apple 

 

iñe  ðrenen es ur aerinar 

inge ðrenen es ur Aerinar 

this.IND.SG give.3SG.REA he.IND.SG to.PRP Erin.LOC.SG 

He gives it to Erin 

 

es ðrenen iþ ur er 

es ðrenen iþ ur er 

it.IND.SG give.3SG.REA she.IND.SG to.PRP him.LOC.SG 

She gives it to him 
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2. Text from Carthamian passport 

Ar iñar purar ir nðurotar 111 wðenaða nðuraða ðan 

ar ingar purar ir nðurotar 36 wðenaða nðuraða ðan 

the.LOC this.LOC.SG gate.LOC.SG i.LOC book.LOC.SG 36 numbered.IND.PL page.IND.PL be.3SG.REA 

This passport contains 36 numbered pages 

 

3. Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

be  minðelan yr ileðan ir uverðan yr teskonar yr te  wðeða tave|na. loðami|n ueiða|nar maraen loða 

nana ðre|na ur ðar enan yþ te  ena a|le|na efðila|ay n aenayunya ðu|lo iltavotan. 

Be minðelan yr ileðan ir uverðan yr teskonar te wðeða tavenna. Loðaminn yþ ðannar 

maraan loða nana ðrenna ur ðar enan yþ te ena allenna efðilanna yn aenayunya ðulli 

iltavotan. 

be  minðelan yr ileðan ir uverðan yr teskonar yr te  wðeða tave|na 

be minðelan yr ileðan ir uverðan yr teskonar te wðeða tavenna 

with.PRP free.LOC.PL and.LOC equal.LOC.PL i.LOC right.LOC.PL and.PART.LOC dignity.LOC.SG all.IND 

human.IND.PL be born.3PL.REA 

All humans are born free and with equal rights and dignity 

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. 

 

loðami|n ueiða|nar maraen loða nan ðre|na ur ðar enan 

loðaminn yþ ðannar maraan loða nana ðrenna ur ðar enan 

reason.IND.SG and.PART.IND Dawn.LOC.SG Maro .LOC.SG knowledge.IND.SG had.3PL.AUX give.3PL.REA to.PRP 

all.LOC they.M.LOC.PL 

Reason and conscience is given to all of them 

They are endowed with reason and conscience. 

 

te  ena a|le|na efðila|66ay n aenayunya ðu|lo iltavotan 

te ena allenna efðilanna yn aenayunya ðulli iltavotan 

all.IND they.M.IND.PL should.3PL.REA behave.3PL.IRR towards.PRP each other.RES like.PRP 

brother.LOC.PL 

They should behave towards each other like brothers 

[They] should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. 
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4. The North Wind and the Sun 

te  norðurseðiþ yþ ðy ky|l i|l nana oke|na sðe'yr un li a'a|n. nw lexon teþ i|l hwnen enða art e|nar 

nana kame|na ena yrþ ðy ky|l nan inen: w teþ reðamar|en aeðin oke  kama ae. a'a|nar lin|en eðes aeðin teþ 

lexon reðen afþ borvandanen gelaþ eðr nda'en. nðer boryðaþ. ðw ðy ky|l nan gelen enða nðulan yrþ e  

norðurseðiþ i|l eseðen añnen u ranonar marða ar Lexar. I'oðne  kriðwn es nan eseðanen añañnen e  

gelaþ evanðen nono'inen enða er e  lexon ormarðet te  norðurseð iþ afþ elðanen ty'isaðnen. nw ðy ky|l 

nan igelen yrþ iþ kuðen ðar nðin karar beþ yrþ marða ar lexar sðeþnw gvarnen Karen oðne  es 

borvanden gelaþ eðr. 

Te norðurseðiþ yþ ðy kyll ill nana okenna sðe‘yr un li a‘ann. Nw leghon teþ ill hwnen 

enða ar tennar nana kamenna ena yrþ ðy kyll nan inen « W teþ reða mareen aeðin oke 

kama ae. A‘annar lineen edes aeðin teþ leghon reðen afþ borvandanen gelaþ eðr nda‘en. 

Nðer boryðaþ. » Ðw ðy kyll nan gelen enða nðulan yrþ e norðurseðiþ ill eseðen angnen u 

ranonar marða ar leghar. I‘oðne kriðwn es nan eseðanen a‘annnen e gelaþ evanðen 

nono‘inen enða er e leghon ormarðet te norðurseðiþ afþ elðanen ti‘ysaðnen. Nw ðy kyll 

nan igelen yrþ iþ liðen ðar nðin karar beþ yrþ marða ar leghar sðeþ nw gvarnen karen 

oðne es borvanden gelaþ eðr. 

te  norðurseðiþ yþ ðy ky|l nana oke|na sðe'yr un li a'a|n 

te norðurseðiþ yþ ðy kyll ill nana okenna sðe‘yr un li a‘ann 

the one.IND North Wind.IND.SG and.IND.SG the one.IND sun.IND be.AUX.PART had.3PL.AUX 

dispute.3PL.REA that.LOC who.IND.SG be.3SG.REA strong.AUG.IND.SG 

The North Wind and the Sun were disputing about who was strongest 

The North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was the stronger. 

 

nw lexon teþ i|l hwnen enða art e|nar nana kame|na ena 

nw leghon teþ ill hwnen enða ar tennar nana kamenna ena 

suddenly.PART traveler.IND.SG that.REL.IND.SG be.AUX.PART walk.3SG.REA at.PRP the.POS road.LOC.SG 

had.3PL.AUX see.3PL.REA they.M.IND.PL 

Suddenly they saw a traveler that was walking on the road 

Suddenly they saw a traveler coming down the road. 

 

ðy ky|l nan inen: w teþ reða mar|en aeðin oke  kama ae 

ðy kyll nan inen, w teþ reða mareen aeðin oke kama ae 

the one.IND Sun.IND.SG had.3SG.AUX say.3SG.REA manner.IND.SG that.REL.IND.SG will.3SG.AUX end.3SG.REA 

we.GEN.PL dispute.IND.SG see.1SG.REA I.IND.SG 

The Sun said: I see a manner that will end our dispute 

[And] the Sun said: "I see a way to decide our dispute." 
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a'a|nar lin|en eðes aeðin teþ lexon reðen afþ borvandanen gelaþ eðr nda'en 

a‘annar lineen edes aeðin teþ leghon reðen afþ borvandanen gelaþ eðr nda‘en  

strong.AUG.LOC.SG will.3SG.AUX  be regarded.3SG.REA the one.IND.SG we.GEN.PL that.IND.SG 

traveler.IND.SG about to.3SG.AUX let.PART.AUX take off.3SG.IRR cloak.IND.SG he.GEN.SG 

The one of us that will let that traveler take off his cloak will be regarded the strongest 

"Whichever of us can cause that traveler to take off his cloak shall be regarded as 

the stronger." 

 

nðer boryðaþ 

nðer boryðaþ 

you.IND.SG begin.2SG.REA 

You begin 

"You begin." 

 
ðw ðy ky|l nan gelen enða nðulan 

ðw ðy kyll nan gelen enða nðulan 

so.PART the one.IND sun.IND.SG had.3SG.AUX hide.3SG.REA in.PRP cloud.LOC.SG 

So the Sun hid in a cloud 

So the Sun retired behind a cloud. 

 

te  norðurseðiþ i|l [nan] eseðen añnen u ranonar marða ar lexar 

te norðurseðiþ ill [nan] eseðen angnen u ranonar marða ar leghar 

the one.IND north wind.IND.SG be.PART.AUX [had.3SG.AUX] blow.3SG.REA hard.ADV.3SG as.PRP 

possible.LOC.SG at.PRP the.LOC traveler.LOC.SG 

The North Wind was blowing as hard as possible at the traveler 

[And] the North Wind began to blow as hard as it could upon the traveler.  

 

I'oðne  kriðwn es nan eseðanen aba|bnen e  gelaþ evanðen nono'inen enða er e  lexon 

i‘oðne kriðwn es nan eseðanen a‘annnen e gelaþ evanðen nono'inen enða er e leghon 

but.PART when.PART he.IND.SG had.3SG.REA blow,3SG.IRR strong.AUG.ADV.3SG the.IND cloak.IND.SG 

wear.3SG.REA close.AUG.ADV.3SG at.PRP he.LOC.SG the.IND traveler.IND.SG 

But when he blew harder, the traveler wore his cloak more closely at him... 

But the harder he blew, the more closely did the traveler wrap his cloak around 

him... 
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ormarðet te  norðurseð iþ [nan] afþ elðanen ty'isaðnen 

ormarðet te norðurseðiþ afþ [nan] elðanen ti‘ysaðnen 

until.PART the one.IND North Wind.IND.SG must.PART [had.3SG.AUX] give up.3SG.IRR despair.ADV.3SG 

...until the North Wind had to give up in despair 

...till at last the North Wind had to give up in despair. 

 

nw ðy ky|l nan igelen yrþ iþ kuðen ðar nðin karar beþ yrþ marða ar lexar 

nw ðy kyll nan igelen yrþ iþ liðen ðar nðin karar beþ yrþ marða ar leghar 

then.PART the one.IND sun.IND.SG had.3SG.AUX come out.3SG.REA and.PART she.IND.SG shine.3SG.REA 

all.LOC she.GEN.SG warmth.LOC.SG with.POP and.PART at.PRP the.LOC traveler.LOC.SG  

Then the Sun came out and she shone with all her warmth at the traveler 

Then the Sun came out and shone in all his glory upon the traveler... 

 

sðeþnw gvarnen Karen oðne  es borvanden gelaþ eðr 

sðeþ nw gvarnen karen oðne es borvanden gelaþ eðr 

that.IND suddenly.PART big.ADV.3SG warm.3SG.REA so.PART he.IND.SG put off.3SG.REA cloak.IND.SG 

he.GEN.SG 

that warmed with a huge amount, so he took off his cloak 

... who soon found it too hot to walk with his cloak on. 
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XV. VOCABULARY 
 

1. Glossary 

For the convenience this glossary is ordered in English alphabetical order, sorted by the 

Latin transliteration. Graphemes transcribed as two characters can be found under the 

entry for the first character. Proper names are underlined. 

  dog N.IED.M 

  to sleep VB.INTR 

  to sit VB.INTR 

ae , aena ae.SG, aena.PL I PN.M.1SG, we PN.M.1PL 

aeða aeða self, autonomous N.DU.M 

> cmp. of ae ða, my place 

aenayun aenayun each other N.IED.M 

aenei'an aenei‘an to differ, to be different, to contrast VB.INTR 

> verb of aeneiþ 
aeneiþ aeneiþ difference, contrast N.IED.F 

aeri|n aerinn Ireland N.IED.M LN 

aeriþ aeriþ 1. Irish N.DU.M 

2. Gaelige, Irish language N.IED.M 

> genitive of aerinn 

aeþ , aeða aeþ.SG, aeða.PL I PN.F.1SG , we PN.F.1PL 

afþ afþ do!, let do (imperative and adhortative 

mood) PART +VB.IRR 

aliþ aliþ temple, sanctuary N.IED.F 

a|lan allan should do (advisory mood) VB.AUX + VB.IRR 

a|n ann strong, heavy, hard N.IED.M 

A|nan annan to live, to habitate VB.TR 

a|nða annða home, house N.IED.F  

> cmp. of ða annan, living place 

aran aran 1. to listen VB.INTR 

2. to hear VB.TR 

arkeþ arkeþ bow, arc N.IED.M LN.GER 

arot arot sound N.IED.M 

> participle of aran 

arþ arþ figure, form N.IED.M 

atlantis atlantis Atlantis, supercontinent N.IED.M 

atysaþ atysaþ hope, belief N.IED.F 

> a-noun of tysan 
aye aye yes PART LN.NÖR 
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balan balan to protect, to guard VB.TR 

baleþ baleþ protector, guardian N.IED.M 

be be with, by means of (instrumental or 

instructive case) POP +LOC 

> derived from mberan 

beran beran to have, to possess VB.TR 

bere bere black N.ING.M 

borða borða from (ablative case) PRP +N.LOC 

> cmp. of boryeðr ða, place of beginning 
bornan bornan to insist VB.INTR 

borvandan borvandan to take off, to put off (clothes) VB.TR 

> cmp. of borðan evandan, to take clothes 

from 

boryar boryar east N.IED.M 

> locative of boryeþ 

boryðan boryðan 1. to begin, to start VB.INTR +LOC 

2. to open VB.TR 

boryeðr ða boryeðr ða departure CN.M 

borteþ boryeþ beginning, start N.IED.M LN.GER 

> participle of boryðan 
ða ða place, location N.IED.M 

ðaboryet ðaboryet beginning at (egressive case) PRP +N.LOC 

> cmp. of boryeðr ða, place of beginning 

ðagen ðagen Dagen, Cylenian island NPROP.IED.F 

> cmp. of ða gendeþ, beautiful place 

ðamarðet ðamarðet as far as, ending at (terminative case) PRP 

+N.LOC 

> cmp. of marðeðr ða, place of ending 

damiðan damiðan to follow VB.TR 

dan dan to come (locative) VB.INTR 

ðanan ðanan to be (somewhere) VB.INTR +LOC 

> verb of ða 
da|na danna 1. light, bright N.ING.M 

2. day N.IED.M 

3. today N.IED.M 

4. Dawn, Nymph of Day NPROP.IED.F 

da|nan dannan south N.DU.M 

> locative of danna 

da|nan [yr] maraen 

loða 
dannan [yr] 

maraan loða 

knowledge about good and evil LIT, 

conscience CN.F 

ðemiþ ðemiþ herb, plant N,IED.F 

ðepran ðepran to speak (to) VB.TR (+N.LOC) 

ðeprot ðeprot 1. spoken, word, language N.DU.M 
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2. Cylenian language N.IED.M PR 

> participle of ðepran 

ði ði 1. diminutive marker N.PART 

2. small, little, tiny N.ING.M 

ðil ðil small, little, tiny N.ING.M 

> derived from ði 

ðilae'ilan ðilae‘ilan insect, dragonfly N.IED.F 

* laemiþ ðilae‘ilanðul; Dragonfly Faerie 

> cmp. of ði lae‘ilan, little with wings 
ðir ðir 1. land, mainland, continent N.IED.M 

2. region, country N.IED.M 

3. kingdom, empire N.IED.M 

4. Cylenian Empire N.IED.M PR 

ðo ðo two (number) N.ING INDECL 

ðoðr ðoðr second (ordinal) 

> genitive of ðo 

dolan dolan to go (locative) VB.INTR 

ðoren ðoren hour (of time) N.IED.M 

ðrenan ðrenan to give VB.TR 

ðu|li ðulli like (semblative or equative case) PRP +LOC 

> semblative affix -ðul 

ðurin ðurin ðurin, a Cylenian pasta N.IED.M 

ðw ðw so, thus PART 

ðy ðy 1. the one, the only ART.F 

2. all, every ART.F 

3. one (number) N.ING.F INDECL 

> feminine form of te 

ðyka ðyka stone, rock, boulder, menhir N.IED.M 

e e the ART.M 

e'i e‘i I (spoken language) PN.M.1SG 

e'iþ e‘iþ I (spoken language) PN.F.1SG 

edes edes the one, the other PN.M 

edin edin the one, the other PN.F 

eðuran eðuran to eat, to feed VB.TR 

> verb of ðurin 

efðilan efðilan to behave, to handle VB.INTR 

> e-verb of fðilon 
eidreþ eidreþ 1. deer, hart N.IED.M 

2. Eidriss, Nagaskian deer NPROP.IED.M 

elðan elðan 1. to give up VB.INTR 

2. to lose VB.TR 

alexan eleghan to travel VB.INTR 

> e-verb of leghon 
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elinan elinan to be connected to, to be with VB.TR +N.RES 

> e-verb of linan 

elky'a elky‘a 1. winter N.IED.F 

2. Elsa, Nymph of Winter NPROP.IED.F PR 

elky'an elky‘an 1. to snow VB.IMPERS 

2. to be/have cold VB.INTR 

> verb of elky'a 

elkyliþ elkyliþ 1. snow N.IED.F 

2. cold, freezing N.ING.F 

3. winter N.IED.F 

> participle of elky'an 

elseniþ elseniþ 1. ice N.IED.F 

2. frozen N.ING.F 

> derived from elky'a 

embon embon 1. wood, log N.IED.M 

2. wooden N.ING.M 

3. tree N.IED.M 

> derived from emmiþ 

embuþ embuþ apple, fruit N.IED.M 

> derived from emmiþ 

emdaþ emdaþ root (of a tree) N.IED.M 

> derived from emmiþ 

e|mi'aþ emmi‘aþ tree N.IED.F 

> derived from emmiþ 

e|miðan emmiðan to grow, to blossom VB.INTR 

> verb of emmiþ 

em|iði emmiði 1. flower, grass, plant N.IED.F 

2. leaf (of a tree) N.IED.F 

> participle of emmiðan 

e|miðul emmiðul green N.ING.M 

> semblative of emmiþ 

e|miþ emmiþ 1. spring N.IED.F 

2. nature, flora, fauna N.IED.F 

3. Emma, Nymph of Spring N.IED.F PR 

enan enan to become (linking) VB.TR +N.IND 

enða enða PRP in, at (locative case) PRP +N.LOC 

> cmp. of en ða, in a place 
enliðul enliðul English N.DU.M  

> semblative of engliþ 

enliþ enliþ England N.IED.M LN.GER 

enrifþ enrifþ ring N.IED.M 

eraðonan eraðonan to stand VB.INTR 

eran eran to prepare VB.TR 
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eraneþ eraneþ preparer N.IED.M LIT 

> participle of eran 

erkaran erkaran to cook VB.TR 

> cmp. of eran kareþ, prepare with fire 

erkaroð|a erkaroðða 1. oven, furnace N.IED.M 

2. kitchen N.IED.M 

* taliðerkaroðða; microwave oven 

> cmp. of erkaran ða, cooking place  

erkarot erkarot food, meal N.IED.M 

> participle of erkaran 

es , ena es.SG, ena.PL he PN.M.3SG, they PN.M.3PL 

eseðan eseðan to blow, to whiffle VB.INTR 

> e-verb of seþ 

esþ esþ village, town, city N.IED.M 

eþ, eða eþ.SG, eða.PL thing, object, abstract N.DU.M 

* te eða; everyone, everything 

* enða ðar eðar; everywhere 

* oren ðar eðar; always 

evandan evandan to wear, to put on (clothes) VB.TR 

> e-verb of vandon 
fðarþ fðarþ 1. rainbow N.IED.F 

2. color N.IED.F 

> short for leifðarþ 

fðen fðen field N.IED.M 

> en-noun of fði'an 

fði'an fði‘an 1. to do, to act VB.TR 

2. to plant, to scatter, to seed VB.TR 

fðilon fðilon character, behavior, conduct N.IED.M 

> verb of fði'an 

fðilot fðilot seed N.IED.M 

> participle of fði'an 

fei fei Faerie or Laemie, child of a Nymph N.IED.F 

LN.GER 

feili|n feilinn Faylin, Cylenian island N.IED.F 

> cmp. of fei linn, Faerie lake 

fi'an fi‘an 1. to want VB.TR (+IND) 

2. to desire, to long (for) VB.TR +RES 

3. to need, to require VB.TR +LOC 

fileþ fileþ 1. desire N.IED.M 

2. requirement N.IED.M 

> participle of fi'an 

fineðr fineðr fifth N.ING INDECL 

> genitive of finr 
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finr finr five (number) N.ING INDECL 

fir fir mountain, hill N.IED.M 

flullan flullan to occur, to happen VB.INTR 

flu|leþ flulleþ occurrence, happening, event, situation 

N.IED.M 

> participle of flullan 

fonan fonan 1. to force VB.TR 

2. to rage (on) VB.INTR 

foniþ foniþ 1. force N.IED.F 

2. power, powerful N.DU.F 

3. rage, raging N.DU.F 

> participle of fonan 

ge'yl ge‘yl other, alternative N.ING.M 

gelan gelan to hide, to disappear VB.INTR 

gelaþ gelaþ cloak, jacket N.IED.M 

> aþ-noun of gelan 

gelot gelot hidden N.ING.M 

gendan gendan to be beautiful, to be handsome VB.INTR 

gendeþ gendeþ beautiful, handsome N.ING.M 

> participle of gendan 
qa gva mammal N.IED.M 

qan gvan to feed, to nurse VB.TR 

qanoði gvanoði milk N.IED.F 

qar gvar big, grand N.ING.M 

qar gvarða 1. long (of measurement) N.ING.M 

2. far N.ING.M 

> cmp. of gvar ða, big place 

qaror gvaror long (of time) N.ING.M 

> cmp. of gvar or, big time 

qi|s gviss tower, obelisk N.IED.M 

gynan gynan to cover, to wrap, to pack VB.TR 

gynot gynot 1. cover, shell, wrapping N.IED.M 

2. skin N.IED.M 

3. bark (of a tree) N.IED.M 

> participle of gynan 

hae hae hello, hi (greeting) PART LN.GER 

heðw heðw goodbye (greeting) PART LN.GER 

heli|n helinn Hailey, Nymph of Love NPROP.IED.F PR 

heli|nan helinnan 1. to have emotion (for), to feel 

(something) VB.INTR (VB.TR +N.RES) 

2. to love (someone) VB.TR +N.RES 

> verb of helinn 

hrli|niþ helinniþ 1. emotion, feeling N.IED.F 
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2. love N.IED.F 

> participle of helinnan 

hwnan hwnan to walk, to travel VB.INTR 

i i 1. the ART.F 

2. distinction between two different parts 

of speech in the same case N.PART 

> feminine form of e 

I'oðne i‘oðne but (conjunction) PART 

> cmp. of ir oðne, so not 

igelan igelan to come out, to unhide, to show VB.INTR 

> cmp. of ir gelan, to hide not 

ixan ighan 1. to not exist VB.INTR 

2. to not know VB.TR 

> verb of ir 

ixeþ igheþ 1. nonexistent, nonexistence N.DU.M 

2. unknown N.DU.M 

> participle of ighan 

ilaðan ilaðan to create, to make existent VB.TR 

> verb of ileþ 

ilaðane ilaðane creation (the process) N.IED.M 

> gerund of ilaðan 

ilaðeþ ilaðeþ 1. creator N.IED.M 

2. artist N.IED.M 

> participle of ilaðan 

ilaðot ilaðot 1. creation (what is created) N.IED.M 

2. Ilaðot, Scroll N.IED.F PR 

> participle of ilaðan 

ileþ ileþ 1. being N.ING.M 

2. existence N.IED.M.SG ,universe N.IED.M.PL 

3. equal, equality N.IED.M 

4. unique, unicum N.DU.M 

5. Ileþ, the Existence or Sky NPROP.IED.M PR 

> participle of linan 

i|l ill to be doing (continuous mood) PART 

+VB.REA 

iltavoði iltavoði sister N.IED.F  

> cmp. of ileþ tavoði, equal born 
iltavot iltavot brother N.IED.M  

> cmp. of ileþ tavot, equal born 

inan inan to say, to talk (to) VB.TR (+LOC) 

inel inel mouth N.IED.M 

> el-noun of inan 
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ineluþ ineluþ word, story, myth N.IED.M 

> uþ-noun of inel 

iñe inge this, that PN.M 

iñiþ ingiþ this, that PN.F 

iñun ingun 1. someone, something PN.IED 

2. some PN.ING.SG 

3. many, much, a lot of PN.ING.PL 

* enða ingunar; there 

* oren ingunar; then 

> cmp. of inge un 

ir ir 1. not PART 

2. no PART 

ir ... nane   ir ... nane not anymore (in verb predicate) PART 

ir afþ ir afþ don't do! (prohibitive mood) PART +VB.IRR 

ir un ir un no one, nothing PN.IED 

* enða ir unar; nowhere 

* oren ir unar; never 

isae'an isae‘an to misuse, to abuse VB.TR 

> cmp. of ir sei'an, to use not 

isaeleþ isaeleþ misuse, abuse N.IED.M 

> participle of isei'an 

iþ , iða iþ.SG, iða.PL she PN.F.3SG, they PN.F.3PL 

kaman kaman to see, to watch VB.TR 

karan karan to warm, to heat VB.TR 

> verb of karo 

karðul karðul red N.ING.M 

> semblative of karo 

kareþ kareþ 1. warm, hot N.ING.M 

2. warmth N.IED.M 

> participle of karan 

kariðul kariðul pink N.ING.M 

> semblative of karo 
karo karo 1. summer N.IED.F 

2. Caro, Nymph of Summer NPROP.IED.M PR 

kei kei 1. stone, cliff, rock N.IED.M 

2. made of stone, rocky N.ING.M 

kelveðul kelveðul brown N.ING.M 

> semblative of kelveþ 

kelveþ kelveþ something brown N.IED.M 

kiln kiln good, well N.ING.M 

komune komune community, municipality N.IED.M LN.GER 

konðan konðan 1. to clean (up) VB.TR 

2. to wash VB.TR 
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3. to make beautiful, to decorate VB.TR 

konðarooþ konðarooþ music, sound N.IED.F 

konðot konðot 1. clean, cleaned N.ING.M 

2. beautiful N.ING.M 

> participle of konðan 

koveða koveða place of convention, temple N.IED.F 

> cmp. of koven ða, koven place 

koven koven 1. koven, religious convention N.IED.F 

LN.GER 

2. festivity, celebration N.IED.F 

kriðu kriðu when, the ... the ... (comparison) PRP +N.LOC 

kriðwn kriðwn when I do, the more I do (comparison) 

PART +VB.IRR 

ky'an ky‘an true, real N.ING.M 

ky'anan ky‘anan to be true, to be real VB.INTR 

> verb of ky'an 

ky'aniþ ky‘aniþ 1. meaning N.IED.F 

2. truth N.IED.F 

> participle of ky'anan 

kylaliþ kylaliþ 1. temple, sanctuary N.IED.F 

2. temple for Cyll N.IED.F 

> cmp. of kyllan aliþ, temple for Cyll 
kylena kylena 1. Kylena or Cylene, country N.IED.F 

2. Celene, common female name N.IED.F 

> derived from kylenya, connected to Cyll 

kylesðin kylesðin 1. Celestine, girl of Cylesth, common 

female name NPROP.IED.F PR 

2. Celestine or Celestite, mineral found 

near Cylesth N.IED.F 

> genitive of kylesþ 

kylesðul kylesðul blue N.ING.M 

> semblative of kylesþ 

kylesþ kylesþ Cylesth or Celesth, city for Cyll N.IED.F PR 

> cmp. of kyllan esþ, city for Cyll 

ky|l kyll 1. sun, light N.IED.F 

2. Cyll, the Light N.IED.F PR 

kylor kylor day N.IED.M 

> cmp. of kyll orþ, Cyll time 

ky|m kymm Asim or Cymm, city and temple in 

Carthamia where the Nymphs stored 

knowledge N.IED.F PR 
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lae'il lae‘il wing N.IED.F 

> cmp. of laemiðin ileþ, sth. unique of a 

Faerie 
lae'ilir lae‘ilir 1. wingless, without wings N.ING.M 

2. louse N.IED.M 

> cmp. of lae‘ilan ir, wingless 

laefðarþ laefðarþ rainbow N.IED.F 

> cmp. of laefði arþ 

laefði laefði 1. miracle, strange happening N.IED.F 

2. magic N.IED.F 

> cmp. of laemiðin fðilon, behavior of a 

Laemie 

laemiþ laemiþ Faerie or Laemie, child of a Nymph N.IED.F 

* laemiþ ðilae‘ilanðul; Dragonfly Faerie 

* laemiþ seðlae‘ilðaal; Feathered Faerie 

* laemiþ segvakaðul; Phoenix Faerie 

laeþ laeþ.SG, laeta.PL 1. Elf or Laeth or Half-breed, a hybrid child 

of humans and Laemies N.IED.F 

2. Laeta, Scroll NPROP.IED.F PR 

> derived from laemiþ 

lan lan to release, to let go VB.TR 

leðarþ leðarþ 1. round N.ING.M 

2. circle N.IED.M 

> cmp. of leþ arþ, full figure 

lexon leghon traveler N.IED.M 

lexus leghus travel N.IED.M 

> us-noun of leghon 

le|mat lemmat dangerous, danger N.DU.M 

leþ leþ 1. full, filled N.ING.M 

2. hand (body part) N.IED.M 

3. multiple of five LIT N.ING 

* ðoleþ; ten 

* oyeleþ; fifteen 

* orleþ; twenty 

* finrleþ; twenty-five 

liðan liðan 1. to be bright VB.INTR 

2. to light, to shine, to glow VB.INTR 

> verb of liðe 

liðe liðe light N.IED.F 

liðiliþ liðiliþ star, sun N.IED.F 

> cmp. of liþ liðe 

liliðan liliðan to desire, to long (for) VB.TR +RES 

> verb of liliþ 
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liliþ liliþ 1. lust, passion N.IED.F 

2. desire N.IED.F 

3. Lilith or Lily, Nymph of Lust NPROP.IED.F 

PR 

* taraan liliþ; to meet Lilith, to have 

intercourse, to be defourished PVB 

lin|an linaan to be considered, regarded (as) VB.TR 

+N.LOC 

> derived from linan 

linan linan 1. to be (copula) VB.TR +N.IND 

2. to be equal to VB.TR +N.IND 

3. to exist VB.INTR 

4. to be unique VB.INTR 

li|n linn 1. lake, sea N.IED.F 

2. water N.IED.F 

liþ liþ sea, ocean N.IED.F 

loða loða 1. thought, memory N.IED.F 

2. knowledge, wisdom N.IED.F 

3. Lotha, village and temple in Carthamia 

NPROP.IED.F PR 

loðami|n loðaminn reason N.IED.M 

> derived from loða 

loðan loðan 1. to think (about), to remember VB.INTR 

+N.LOC 

2. to know VB.TR 

> verb of loða 
lymeðul lymeðul orange (color) N.ING.M 

> semblative of lymen 

lymen lymen orange (fruit) N.IED.M 

man man 1. to end VB.TR 

2. to kill VB.TR 

> verb of maroo 
manan manan to give VB.TR 

mar||an maraan west N.DU.M 

> locative of maroo 

marða marða to (allative case) PRP +N.LOC 

> cmp. of ða marðeþ, place of ending 
marðan marðan 1. to end, to stop, to arrive VB.INTR 

2. to faint, to die VB.INTR 

> verb of maroo 

marðul marðul purple N.ING.M 

> semblative of maroo 

maroo maroo 1. end, stop, arrival NPROP.IED.M 
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2. dark, darkness N.DU.M 

3. night N.IED.F 

4. Maró, Nymph of Night N.IED.F PR 

* to see Maró; to faint, to die PVB 

marooða marooða 1. arrival N.IED.M 

2. stop, station N.IED.M 

> cmp. of maraan ða, place of the end 

maseþ maseþ fat N.ING.M 

miliðul miliðul yellow N.ING.M/F 

> semblative of milil 

milil milil 1. gold N.IED.F 

2. golden N.ING.F 

minðel minðel free N.ING.M 

mi|n minn 1. good N.ING.M 

2. right, true N.ING.M 

moliþ moliþ 1. moon N.IED.F 

2. month (Cylenian calendar) N.IED.F 

3. Moon, the first full moon N.IED.F PR 

monþ monþ month (Gregorian calendar) N.IED.M LN.GER 

myke'a myke‘a Mycea, princess of the Moon Laemies 

NPROP.IED.F PR 

mynþ mynþ name, given name N.IED.M 

nae nae 1. new N.ING.M 

2. news N.IED.M 

nan nan did, have done (distant past tense) VB.AUX 

+VB.REA 

nane   nane still (in verb predicate) PART 

nda'an nda‘an 1. will do (distant future tense) VB.AUX 

+VB.REA 

2. may do (low potential mood) VB.AUX 

+VB.REA 

nðul nðul white N.ING.M 

> semblative of nðule 

nðule nðule air, sky, cloud N.IED.F 

nðule  fðarðr nðule fðarðr color cloud LIT, aurora borealis CN.M 

nðuneniþ nðuneniþ cloud water LIT, rain N.IED.F 

> cmp. of nðule neniþ, cloud water 

nður , nðena nður.SG, nðena.PL you PN.M.2SG, PN.M.2PL 

mðuran nðuran to write (down) VB.TR 

nðuraþ nðuraþ 1. page N.IED.M 

2. symbol N.IED.M 

> þ-noun of nðuran 

nðurot nðurot 1. written, script N.DU.M 
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2. Cylenian script N.IED.M 

> participle of nðurot 

ne'ir ne‘ir old (not new) N.ING.M 

> cmp. of nae ir, not new 

nenan nenan to drink VB.TR 

nenanðir nenanðir island N.IED.M 

> cmp. of nenan ðir, land in water 

nenatan nenatan to swim VB.INTR 

> cmp. of nenan tan, move in water 
neniðul neniðul cyan N.ING.F 

> semblative of neniþ 

nebiþ neniþ 1. water N.IED.F 

2. fluid N.IED.F 

3. wet, moisture N.ING.F 

> participle of nenan 

ñine ngine plan, operation N.IED.M 

ni'an ni‘an just did, have done (near past tense) 

VB.AUX +VB.REA 

nileþ nileþ past N.IED.M 

> participle of ni'an 

niþ , nðeða niþ.SG, nðeða.PL you PN.F.2SG, PN.F.2PL 

no'en no‘en 1. sweet, dear, cute, lovely N.ING.M 

2. significant other N.IED.M/F 

* for everyone there is a no‘en; in the end 

everything will be alright PVB 

no'enði no‘enði significant other, fossilized diminutive of 

no'en N.IED.M 

> diminutive of no'en 

no'i no‘i 1. soft, gentle N.ING.F 

2. cosy, close N.ING.F 

> derived from no'en 

no'ikei no‘ikei sand N.IED.M 
norður norður north N.DU.M LN.GER 

nw nw then (temporal), suddenly PART 

oðne oðne so (conjunction) PART 

ofþ ofþ port, harbor N.IED.M LN.GER 

okan okan to dispute, to argue (about) VB.INTR 

(+N.LOC) 

oke oke dispute, argument N.IED.M 

> participle of okan 

omiln omiln 1. love, relationship N.DU.M 

2. Amyleigh, Nymph of Love NPROP.IED.F PR 
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omraþ omraþ 1. area, region, community N.IED.M 

2. service area N.IED.M 

onan onan to unite VB.TR 

ondlan ondlan 1. to go back VB.INTR 

2. to reverse VB.TR 

ondleþ ondleþ 1. turning point, reversal N.IED.M 

2. solstice N.IED.F 

> participle of ondlan 

onþ onþ united N.ING.M 

> participle of onan 

onykan onykan to exile, to discharge, to ban VB.TR 

onykot onykot exile, expulsion, ban N.IED.M 

> participle of onykan 

orboryet orboryet 1. beginning at (egressive temporal case) 

PRP +N.LOC 

2. since (conjunction of time) PART 

> cmp. of boryeðr orþ, time of beginning 

oren oren at (temporal case) PRP +N.LOC 

> cmp. of orþ en, in time 

ore|ne orenne four (number) N.ING INDECL 
ore|neðr orenneðr fourth N.ING INDECL 

> genitive of orenne 

ormarðet ormarðet 1. ending at (terminative temporal case) 

PRP +N.LOC 

2. until (conjunction of time) PART 

> cmp. of marðeðr orþ, time of ending 

orþ orþ 1. time N.IED.M 

2. period, duration N.IED.M 

3. era (Cylenian calendar) N.IED.M 

oye oye three (number) N.ING INDECL 

oyer oyer third N.ING INDECL 

> genitive of oye 
penðan penðan 1. to burn VB.INTR 

2. to fire VB.TR 

penðiþ penðiþ fire N.IED.F 

> participle of penðan 

pendon pendon smoke (of fire) N.IED.M 

penðroo penðroo ash (of fire) N.IED.M 

puran nðurot puran nðurot passport CN.IED.M 

pureþ , purðana pureþ.SG, 

purðana.PL 

gate, door N.IED.M LN.GER 

raðan raðan 1. to be high VB.INTR 

2. to be fast, to accelerate VB.TR 
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> verb of raþ 

ran ran can do (high potential mood) PART +VB.IRR 

ranan ranan can, to be possible VB.INTR 

> verb of ran 

ranon ranon 1. possibility, chance N.IED.M 

2. possible N.ING.M 

> on-noun of ranan 

raþ raþ 1. high N.ING.M 

2. fast, quick N.ING.M 

reðaleþ reðaleþ future N.IED.M 

> participle of reðan 

reðan reðan about to do (near future tense) VB.AUX 

+VB.REA 

ronan ronan to greet, to salute VB.TR 

ronþ ronþ greet, salute N.IED.M 

> participle of ronan 

runan runan to read VB.TR 

runot runot paper, book N.IED.M 

> participle of runan 

sae'an sae‘an to use VB.INTR 

saeleþ saeleþ use, usage N.IED.M 

> participle of sae'an 

sðeþ sðeþ that, indirect clause marker N.PART 

sði|n sðinn girl, young woman N.IED.F 

seðan seðan to harvest VB.TR 

> verb of seþ 

seðatan seðatan to fly VB.INTR 

> cmp. of seðan tan, move in air 

seðiþ seðiþ air, wind N.IED.F 

> derived from seþ 

seðlae'il seðlae‘il feather, wing of a bird N.IED.F 

* laemiþ seðlae‘ilðaal; Feathered Faerie 

> cmp. of seþ lae‘il, air wing 

seðofþ seðofþ airport N.IED.M 

> cmp. of seðan ofþ, air port 

seqa segva bird N.IED.M 

seqakaðr segvakaðr phoenix N.IED.M 

* laemiþ segvakaðul; Phoenix Faerie 

> cmp. of segva kareðr, fire bird 

senan senan to live, to be alive VB.INTR 

> verb of seniþ 

senðeþ senðeþ bridge, crossing N.IED.M 

seniþ seniþ 1. life, alive N.DU.F 
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2. Senith, Nymph of Live N.IED.F PR 

sen|u senuu snow N.IED.F LN.GER 

Sen|u'an senuu‘an to snow VB.IMPERS 

> verb of senuu 

seþ seþ 1. autumn, fall NPROP.IED.F 

2. Seth, Nymph of Autumn N.IED.F PR 

siðan siðan must have done (inferential mood) VB.AUX 

+VB.IRR 

skaetan skaetan to skate VB.INTR LN.GER 
sorðul sorðul gray N.ING.M 

> semblative of sorþ 

sorþ sorþ fish, shellfish N.IED.F 

svaeriþ svaeriþ sphere, area, region N.IED.F LN.IE 

svan svan to stay (locative) VB.INTR + N.LOC 

svareþ svareþ 1. low N.ING.M 

2. deep N.ING.M 

3. slow N.ING.M 

svonan svonan to lie, to lay VB.INTR 

taeva taeva 1. tongue N.IED.M 

2. language N.IED.M 
taliþ taliþ wave, golf N.IED.F 

tan tan to move VB.INTR 

tar|aleþ taraaleþ group, order N.IED.M 

> participle of taraan 

tar|alot taraalot meeting, convention (general) N.IED.M 

> participle of taraan 

tar|an taraan to convent, to meet VB.INTR 

tava tava mother (spoken language) N.IED.F 

> short for tavaliþ 

tavaliþ tavaliþ mother N.IED.F 

> participle of tavan 

tavan tavan to be born VB.INTR 

tavane tavane birth N.IED.M 

> gerund of tavan 

tavoði tavoði 1. daughter N.IED.F 

2. Nymph, daughter of Cyll N.IED.F 

> participle of tavan 

tavot tavot.SG, tavoða.PL 1. son N.IED.M 

2. Nymph, son of Cyll N.IED.M 

> participle of tavan 

te te 1. the one, the only ART.M SG 

2. all, every ART.M PL 

3. one (number) N.ING.M INDECL 
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* te eða; everyone, everything 

* enða ðar eðar; everywhere 

* oren ðar eðar; always 
te|na tenna way, road, path N.IED.M 

ter ter first N.ING.M INDECL 

> genitive of te 

tesk tesk value, worth, importance N.IED.M 

teskon teskon dignity, value N.IED.M 

> on-verb of tesk 

tetaleþ tetaleþ commute N.IED.F 

> participle of tetan 

tetan tetan to commute, to travel VB.INTR 

> cmp. of te tan, move all 

Teþ teþ that, which (relative) PN.M 

ti'ysaþ ti‘ysaþ despair, desperation N.IED.F 

> cmp. of ir tysiþ, no belief 
tin tin first N.ING.F INDECL 

> genitive of ðy 

ti|r|en tirreen animal N.IED.M 

tiska tiska Germany N.IED.M LN.GER 

tiskul tiskul German N.DU.M  

> semblative of tiska 

tiþ tiþ that, which (relative) PN.F 

toran toran to run VB.INTR 

tragona tragona Tragonia, Cylenian peninsula NPROP.IED.M 

> derived from tragonya, connected to a 

dragon 

tragoneþ tragoneþ dragon, serpent N.IED.M LN.GER 

tysan tysan to believe, to have faith VB.INTR 

tysit tysiþ belief, faith N.IED.F 

> participle of tysan 

u u 1. than, of (comparison) PRP +N.LOC 

2. as ... as (equative) PRP +N.LOC 

ulna ulna shy N.ING.M 

un un who?, what? (interrogative) PN.IED.M 

* enða unar; where? 

* oren unar; when? 
ur ur 1. for, to (dative case) PRP +N.LOC 

2. year (Cylenian calendar) N.IED.M 

urileþ urileþ with (comitative case) PRP +N.LOC 

> cmp. of ur ileþ, for equal 
uverþ uverþ right (direction) N.IED.M LN.NÖR 

vandon vandon 1. fabric, cloth N.IED.M SG 
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2. clothes N.IED.M PL 

varor varor 1. long (of time) N.ING.M 

2. ancient, arch- N.ING.M 

> derived from gvaror 

veei vei path, way N.IED.M 

vei'an vei‘an 1. to carry VB.TR 

2. to travel VB.TR 

> verb of vei 

veinot veinot carried, carriage N.DU.M 

> participle of vei'an 

venoþ venoþ important, major, main N.ING.M 

venoðesþ venoðesþ capital city N.ING.M 

> cmp. of venoþ esþ, main city 

w w manner, method N.IED.F 

wða wða 1. person, individual N.IED.M SG 

2. people N.IED.M PL 

3. People, the first humans N.IED.M PL 

> cmp. of wþ ða, world place 

wðenaþ wðenaþ 1. ordered, numbered N.ING.M 

2. number, count N.IED.M 

> derived from wþ 

wðin wðin 1. human (feminine) N.IED.F 

2. woman, female N.IED.F 

> genitive of wþ 

wðir wðir land, mainland, continent N.IED.M 

> cmp. of wþ ðir, world land 

wðr wðr 1. human N.IED.M 

2. man, male N.IED.M 

> genitive of wþ 

wlaþ wlaþ element N.IED.F 

wliþ wliþ earth (element) N.IED.F 

> derived from wþ 

wn wn as .. as I do (comparison) PART +VB.IRR 

wneþ wneþ dry (not wet) N.ING.M 

wþ wþ 1. earth, ground, soil N.IED.M 

2. Earth, the World NPROP.IED.M 

yan yan may do (optative mood) PART +VB.REA 
yi|ru yirru year (Gregorian calendar) N.IED.M LN.GER 

yn yn towards, against (relative case) PRP +N.RES 

yreþ yreþ 1. another, more N.ING.M 

2. another thing N.IED.M.SG, more things 

N.IED.M.PL 

> cmp. of yrþ eþ 
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yrþ yrþ and (conjunction) PART 

yþ yþ and (enumeration or parallelism) N.PART 

yulan yulan to understand VB.TR 

 

2. Cylenian months 

The Cylenian month names are ordered in chronological order, starting at the beginning 

of a Cylenian year. 

elky'ondleþ Elky‘ondleþ winter solstice N.IED.M 

nae boryeþ Nae Boryeþ new beginning N.IED.M 

seniðin Seniðin [month] of Senith N.IED.F 

liðin boryeþ Liðin Boryeþ begin of light, spring equinox N.IED.M 

e|miðiða Emmiðiða plants N.IED.F 

omilnin Omilnin [month] of Amyleigh N.IED.F 

karðondleþ Karðondleþ summer solstice N.IED.M 

Seðaneðr Seðaneðr beginning of harvesting N.IED.M 

liliðin Liliðin [month] of Lilith N.IED.F 

liðin maroo Liðin Maroo  end of light, fall equinox N.IED.F 

Fðileþ Fðileþ planting, scattering N.IED.M 

elseniðor Elseniðor cold time N.IED.M 

naeþ moliþ Naeþ Moliþ new month, leap month N.IED.F 

 


